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A2 CAMPUS
Bison Briefs

THE HILLTOP

NSCS Holds Induction Ceremony for New Students
BY RUSHONDRA J . JAMES
Contributing Writer

Grad uate School Receives
Donation from Fornter
Dean
The Howard University
Graduate School recently
received $51,383 from the
late Carroll Miller, former
Graduate School dean.
Miller, who served from
1966 until 1974, passed away
in 2003. The donation will
help to establish the Carroll
Miller Dissertation Research
Fund for graduate students.

SEPTEMBER 14, 2004

Rasheem Rooke, adviser
to the Howard Chapter of the
National Society of Collegiate
Scholars (NSCS), encouraged
students during their induction
ceremony on Friday evening in
the Blackburn Ballroom to "get
out of the box, try your best and
have no regrets,''
During the ceremony, the
chapter inducted more than 100
sophomore and junior students
who were selected on the basis of
their grade point averages.
Throughout the evening,
guest speakers told inductees
that lhey must reach beyond
their comfort zones and strive
for something beyond resumebuilding and self-promoting

opportunities.
Once inducted into the organization, members are expected
to incorporate the organization's
core values of scholarship, leadership and service into their
everyday lives.
Wesley Bullock, a sophomore
2004 NSCS inductee, expressed
that he defied all of the stereotypes of Black Alaskans when
he came to Howard. After the
completion of bis freshman year,
Bullock was awarded several
internships and maintained a
3.75 grade point average.
This year's inductees are also
excited about being the newest
members of the honor society
and about being able to contribute to the legacy of service.
Because of their lifetime
commitment to community service, Angela Forman and John

Davis received the Distinguished
Member Award.
Davis, an assistant professor
in the department of political
science, was the keynote speaker for the event and told the
audience that there must be an
increase in male representation
in college. He would like to see
the number of black males in college surpass the number of black
males in prison.
"We must step out of the box
and end this. This is a time to
celebrate historically black institutions, not to end them," Davis
said.
After inducting the 2004
entrants, 1nembers of the executive board were ready to encourage members to fulfill tl1e core
values of the organization.
See NSCS, News A9

\tu·,•'.tlu.edu

NSCS members are Inducted Into the organization on the
basis of their academic achievements. New member of NSCS
are expected to live up to the organization's core values .

Arts & Sciences
Musical Brings Activist
Student Council Hosts Height's Legacy to· Life
Week of Events
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Staff Writer

outlet.
"My major is broadcast jourContributing Writer
nalism, but I will be attending
This week, the Arts and some of the events with friends
Sciences Student Council will who are in Arts and Sciences,"
host their annual College of she said.
When Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences (ASSC) Week
as a way to engage students in students take ideas to the ASSC,
the local government of their the members said that they are
\villing to listen to them.
school.
"[The] sophomore class of
"I am excited about this
week because we have worked Arts and Sciences has coordiso hard to plan all these events nated Monday's event because
for all students within Arts and they are the only class that has
Sciences," said ASSC Council elected representation," Walls
said.
President Faith L. Walls.
While some students around
The ASSC wants students
within the college to take part of campus might complain about
all the events that are planned their school's faculty and staff,
for this week, as well as future students such as junior English
major Candace Morgan say the
events.
Arts and Sciences Week ASSC staff is helpful to her.
"Whenever I have a probwas started so new students,
as well as returning students, lem, the faculty and staff is
could share ideas and help other always willing to help and will
students who share the same not stop until the job is complete," she said.
major.
"The staff has been nice
"I will be attending some
events because I would like to to my family and me when it
see more students who share was time to register for class,"
the same interests as [I do]," said freshman biology pre-med
said junior political science major Danielle Jackson.
It is not only the returning
major Tranetta King.
"Students within other students who are given help by
schools and colleges are more faculty and staff, but they help
freshmen as well.
than welcomed," Walls said.
Students such as sophomore Khalia Hampton intend
to utilize the events as a social
BY JOY E. MORELAND

School of Communications
Professor Publishes Book

Howard
journalism professor Yanick Rice
Lamb recently released a
book, co-authored with
Frances Clayton Gray, about
the life of tennis legend
Althea Gibson. The book,
entitled "Born to Win: The
Authorized Biography of
Althea Gibson," examines
the difficulties Gibson faced
as she fought to integrate
women's tennis.

3chool of Business Students
Place First in Nation

Five School of Business
sh1dentstraveled to Orlando,
Fl. on July 10 to compete
in a case study competition sponsored by accounting firm KPMG, LLP and
the National Association of
Black Accountants (NABA).
Senior team members
Marquita Barnes, Shari
Harrington, Zenitra Perry,
Palisia Stallworth and junior
Joshua Butler, placed first
based on their in-depth
analysis of a complex
accounting problem and the
quality of their presentation.
Other schools to compete
included North Carolina
A&T University and Bentley
College.

Website Poll Question
We asked ...You ans,vered!
Do you plan to submit an
absentee ballot to your state
for the 2004 presidential
election?

Yes

This \veek's question:
Ho\v much money do you
estimate you \Vill spend
paying organizational dues ~
this year?
(

59%
23%
4%
13o/o

Vote at
\V\vw.thehilltoponline.com.

(
(
(
(
(

Social activist and educator Dorothy I. Height was
honored in the musical, "The
Height of Excellence: The Lady,
The Legend, The Legacy" on
Thursday evening in Cramton
Auditorium.
Height is best known for
her activism through the various eras of the Civil Rights
l\1ovement dating back to the
1940s.
She is also a respected
leader of major organizations
including the National Council
of Negro Women (NCNW) and
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc.
Produced
by
VanJo
Productions and the An1erican
Performing Arts Collaborative
CAPAC). the performance was
one stop on a tour scheduled to
visit major cities across the U.S.
in an effort to celebrate Height's
legacy, stimulate activism and
raise funds for the NCNW.
The production was directed and based on the book written by George Faison, a Tony
Award winning choreographer
and director who saw this project as an opportunity to inspire
and educate the audience.
"When I ducked down and
found out the history, the interaction and the background story
of what happened, there was
a lot of controversy, a lot of
confusion and dissidence, but
in the end we were able to join
hands and become a force," he
said. "That's something we have
to reintroduce to ourselves and
that's something that can only
be done if we really respect each
other."
The audience, of over 300,
mostly members of the community at-large, came out to show
support for Height's legacy.
"I have known about Dr.
Height for a number of years.
She has always been a powe1ful
woman to get things done and
very important to the black race.
So, I figured I had to be here

" ..,.....c:onln<'OSt.a..cC

Students paid homage to Civil Rights legend Dorothy Height
at a tribute held in Cramton o n Thursday evening.

tonight," said Michael Alvarez, a
spectator from the surrounding
community.
Many of the students who
were in attendance were members of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc.
and felt it was necessary to give
support to an important historical figure.
"As president of Alpha
Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., I thought it would
be an honor to come out and
give celebration to a woman
who has done so much for the
comn1unity as a whole and for
African-Americans in general,
said senior psychology major
Mona Taylor. "For her to be our
[sorority's] past national president, it would only be so great
of an honor for us to be here and
give our support for her life and
the things she has done."
The musical, told from a
first-person point of a view,
revealed some of Height's personal insights on lite, such as
"It's so i1nportant to do everything you can while you're able
because tomorrow is not promised."
While the backdrop featured only a set of bleachers and
a slideshow of pictures from the
time period of each scene, the
simplicity of the set allowed the
audience to use their imagination as to what that lime actu

ally looked like.
At the end of the performance many of the attendees
left impressed, not only by the
story of Height's life, but also by
the level of talent the actors and
actresses displayed.
"The performance was really great, and it was very inspirational. It had a lot of historical
content. The music was wonderful, and the singers were talented. I really enjoyed it," said
senior political science major
Cassaundra Cumbess.
Senior accounting major
Ez1nne Kwubiri \vishes more
students would have attended
the event.
.. It was a great program and
to whoever organized it, great
job. But I think nlore students
should have come ou~ because
il was a lot more of AfricanAmerican history then it was the
story of Dr. Height," Kwubiri
said.
Beyond the entertainment
value, Faison hopes that the
play 'vill educate and inform the
audience of the importance of
Black history.
"I hope [the audience] was
really reintroduced to the history and how great it is and
how sacrifices were made on
their behalf, so that future generations could haYe just that, a
future," Faison said.

Do you feel the current dorm visitation policies hinder the
personal growth of students?

Jenna Burton
Senior
Anthropology

Erin Mathe\vson
Senior
Anthropology

Jamaal Ilackett
Senior
International Business

Quintin Reid
Freshman
Undecided

"We're being treated like irresponsible
kids as opposed to young adults; we arc
ahvays n1onitored and our privacy is
ahvays invaded."

" 1'1n old enough Lo pay for 111y tuition
or get kicked out but I can't conlrol how
long someone stays in m} room."

''They should allo\V us to be independent
and monitor our O\vn 1i1nc and activities.
Visitation \Vas fifty percent of the reason
why I 1noved off ca1npus. •·

··Yes, I feel like I' 1n at hornc; still aU
of rny friends at olhcr univcrsitks have
24-hour visition:·
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you have priorities.
let them guide you as you build your career.
define what's important to you and see
what's important to others.
pwc. com/mypriorities

A4 CAMPUS
SHARA'S SOAPBOX:

All 'Soul'-ed
Out
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campu!i/Online Editor

During my sophomore year,
a colleague of mine expressed
that he did not want to be surrounded by people who did not
love him as much as they loved
themselves. This statement not
only caused me to change my
view of this individual, but it
made me won.der how many
people on this campus (and in
life) operate under this twisted
logic.
Do you have any friends or
associates who feel as though
you owe them something
because they spend time \vith
you?
(Wait. ..isn't there already a
term used to describe this type
of arrangement? And, I don't
think "friendship" is it.)
Ho-w many people do you
know who believe their time is
more valuable than yours?
In my 21 years of existence
on this planet, I have never
understood why some people
feel as though they have the
right to calculate another person's life value for them.
I could never love another person as much as I love
myself.
No questions asked.
As a matter of fact, if anyone
(including you) ever expects
me to show them the same love
and loyalty that I show myself,
I 'viii personally escort them
out of my life.
I wonder about those people who consistently go out of
their way to please an individual or a group of individuals.
Consider this for a minute:
You are in a relationship (or
just a friendship) with a person who gives you nothing but
headaches and problems. This
person undervalues you and
your titne and has made it clear
that you play only a minute
role in his or her life.
Do you stay or do you go?
Do you allow then1 to eat away
at your soul day after day until
it no longer belongs to you?
Operating under my colleague's logic, you stay because
you place the sa1ne level of
value on their presence that
you place on your well-being.
Only an insecure, selfloathing person would allo\v
himself or herself to be subjected to such treatment. And,
only a selfish, immature individual would wish to have
such people around the1n.
Unfortunately. I have seen this
pheno1nenon (for lack of a better term) manifest itself time
and ti1ne again.
Watching another person
give his or her soul away, piece
by piece, until it becomes an
unrecognizable entity is perhaps the saddest and most
draining feeling I have ever
experiencf•d.
I can ·t (and don't) want to
imagine ho\v that person feels
within the confinements of his
or her soul, and I hope you
never have to feel the anguish
that comes along with soul-ing
out.

Senior marketing major
and Memphis, Tenn. native,
Shara D. Taylor, urges
you to stay atuay from this
mind state.
Comments?
Questions? Send e-mails to
sharaonca111pus@hot111 a i I.
com.
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Blackburn Hilltop Lounge

2004 Mr. & Miss School of Business Pageant
''Success in the City''
Tuesday, Sept. 14, 2004
7p.m.
Blackburn Ballroom
Open Admission

Mentor/Mentee Mix & Mingle
Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2004
7p.m.
Blackburn 1st FloorTerrace

Peer Life Mentor/Mentee
Infonnational and Mix and Mingle
Tuesday, Sept. 14, 2004
5 p.nt. - 7 p.m.
Blackburn Center, Recreation Area
Circle K Internatil'.>ual Comn1unity Service Organization
1st General Body Meeting
\Vcdnesday. Sept. 15, 2004
6p.m.

Douglass Hall Room 116
Voter registration forms will be available!

SEPTEMBER 14, 2004

.

HBCUBRIEFS
,

2004 Mr. & Miss School of Conununications Pagc;int
\Vednesday, Sept. 15, 2004
7p.m.
Blackburn Ballroom
2004 Mr. & ~liss Arts and Sciences Pageant
''Tropical Night in Paradise"
Thursday, Sept. 16, 2004
7p.m.
Blackburn Ballroo1n

Florida
University

.\bsentee \'oting Registration
Friday, SPpt. 17, 2004
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Blackburn Lower Level

Howard University 11ock Trial Tean1
Tryouts for 2004-2005 season
Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2004
7 p.111.
Blackburn Room 148
Attire is business casual.

Sudan Embassy Demonstration
Saturday, Sept. 18, 2004
10:00 a.m.
~feet on lower le\'el of Blackburn
\Vill travel to Sudan Embassy at 11:00 am

Arts and Sciences \A/eek
Black Examples Sharing Their Stories Lecture Series
Featuring Dr. Carr, Afro-American Studies Dept.
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 2004
7 p.111.

The Can1pus Calend<u- is published weekly. Submissions for
University-rccognizt'd organizations should be submitted to
sharaoncantpus@hotmail.com no later thar. Frid,1y, Sept. 17,
2004 by 12 p.m. to appear in the next Campus Calendar in the
Sept. 21 issue.

•

A&M

For the second time
in less than a year, Florida
A&1-1 University finds
itself under more financial
scrutiny. A recent audit
found questionable spending patterns, including the
disbursement of millions of
dollars to athletic and scholarship programs that were
not properly budgeted.
It is expected that
university president Fred
Gainous, who is already facing opposition from alumni,
will be questioned about the
findings by the University's
Board of Trustees next
week.

HU Art Student Reaches Semi-Finals
(

BY TllSETSO DLADLA
Contributing Writer

Howard University fine
arts student Justin Jackson
was selected as one of ten semifinalists in the 2004 Verizon
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities Student Art
Competition (HBCUSAC).
Jackson submitted an
art piece entitled "Marathon"
that depicts the celebration of
African-American culture under
the theme of the competition,
"Evolution of Progress."
Jackson's piece is a panoramic view of symbolic images
of African-American history.
"I would describe my style
as illustrative. f\.1y piece is not
just a painting, but serves also as
a narrative," he explained. "My
objective was to get the viewer
to have a reciprocal interaction
with the piece. It is like having
visual conversation."
Although Jackson's piece
only made it to the semifinalist round of the competition, he
feels that it worth the experience.
'"I am disappointed that I
didn't get further in the competition. I slill feel privileged to have
nlade it to the semifinals. Making
my art is a personal experience
on its own, so I do not feel it to
be a loss," he said.
Fine Arts professor Edgar
Sorrells-Adewal believes that the
contest gives students the opportunity to show their work to an
audience that extends beyond
campus boundaries. "The com-

petition is fantastic. It allows
students to gain exposure, and
they are able to have their work
viewed in a public venue," he
said. "I hope that Justin is successful because I believe his
work deserves recognition."
"[Justin's) piece has a certain rhythm that makes the
eye dance across the image. It
almost feels like it should be on
a postcard or in a building lobby
somewhere," said senior painting major Elizabeth Stewart.
"Justin is an extremely
creative and thoughtful artist.
His work demonstr~tes a high
Burrt"ll ("01nmunkation~
degree of skill. He is a questioner, always seeking to make Fine arts student Justin Jackson advanced to the semi-final
a statement \vith his art. He has round of the Verizon HBCU Art Competition.
a passion for art and his passion transfers in his desire to
said.
nality, memorable content delivbetter himself through his art,"
"It is important that we sup- ery and the potential for gallery
Sorrells-Adewal said.
port the work of young artisl!i, exhibition. They each received
"Black art, once a passionate
particularly when it enriches our $50, a semi-finalist certificate
and creative form of expression
lives by exposing us to diverse and public exhibition of their
in the African-American comcultural experiences," said original artwork at a New York
munity is near extinction, and it
Verizon's President of Retail Gallery and the 2004 Verizon
wi.11 take programs like Verizon
Markets Bob Ingalls.
HBCU Art Competition Awards
HBCU Art Competition to ensure
The overall winners of the Gala.
that its future is protected," said
competition were: Grand prize
Bracey received $2,000
Verizon HBCU SAC 2003 Judge
winner Tymmeria Bracey from and a 12-we:1>k paid internship
Corinne Jennings.
Tougaloo College with her at Burrell Communications,
According to Halima Taha,
piece entitled "The Perpetual which is an advertising agency
a 2004 competition judge, the
Journey;" first prize winner was that handles Verizon'& Africanprogram gives young artists the
Samantha Christian from Florida American promotions. She also
opportunity to continue the legA & M University with her piece received a $25,000 Verizon
acy of black artistic ex'Pression.
entitled "BARS;" and the second Foundation Art and Technology
"This competition stands
prize winner was Amir Campbell Grant thal will be awarded to
firmly on more than a hundred
with his piece entitled "Evolution the fine arts department of the
years of tradition, whereby black
of Progress."
winner's school.
colleges provided primary trainThe 10 semifinalists were
ing and exhibition for young artjudged based on four criterion
ists, curators and scholars," she
including theme address, origi-

Know Your University: Founders
BY LA'TRISHA GOMER
Contributing Writer

Iinagine if the spacious
floors of Founders Library
were cramped into one minuscule floor in the Administration
building. Before 1910, that was a
reality for Howard students.
During the early stages
of Howard University, the
Administration building sat in
the place where Founders sits
today and housed a cramped
library on the third floor.
Students looking to check out
books were faced with many
obstacles.
There was only room for
about 7,000 books, there were
I

--

no permanent staff members to
assist students and as a result,
the library was only open for a
couple of hours per week.
Howard students and staff
members understood the need
to build a library that wouJd adequately accommodate Howard's
growing community. In 1920,
Carnegie Library was built and
housed more books than the old,
main building could.
There was a full-time librarian, and students were able to
use the new library at their convenience. Although Carnegie
was a better library, Howard
had outgrown the small space
bv 1924.
There was room for about
85,000 books in Carnegie,
but the University's increasing research endeavors and
the expanding book collection
meant that Howard needed to
build a larger library.
By 1930, Carnegie Hall was
converted into the School of
DivinitJ (until 1977). Architect
and Howard professor Albert
Cassell, who also designed
Douglass Hall and the Chemistry
Building, created the plans for
the new library. Congress allo-

Tennessee
University

State

Four of seven of
Tennessee State University's
top adn1inistrative officials
\vill leave their posts by the
end of the 2004-2005 academic year. On May 20,
2004, university president
James A. Hefner notified
TSU of his planned retirement on ~lay 31, 2005.
Hefner's announcement came on the heels
of an investigation that
revealed he had accepted
Super Bowl tickets and
more than $9,000 in gifts
from Aramark officials.

South Carolina State
University
Last week,
South
Carolina State University
was approved for a $36
million loan from the state
for the construction of a
complex of low-rise dormitories that \vill house 784
students.

Southern University
"~" .ho"lard.tdu

During the early days of Howard, students endured cramped
spaces and limited hours in the library.

cated $1,000,000 to the project.
The main building was knocked
down and construction began.
The new facility opened in
i939. The library was nan1ed
Founders Library in honor of
the founders of the University.
The elegant oak furniture, grand
staircases, and numerous study
areas made Founders rival Ivy
League schools at the time.
There was air conditioning, elevators and space for 500,000

books, features that in the 1930s
made Founders stand out as one
of the best.
It was one of the most elegant and paramount libraries in
the country. On May 25, 1939
the adviser lo President Franklin
Roosevelt, who was also the secretary of the interior, spoke at the
dedication ceremony. Founders
was and continues to be a landmark on Howard's can1pus.

Southern University
has been granted $400,000
to recruit new faculty members under an endowed
professorship program.
The Law Center will
receive $300,000, while
the Department of Mass
Communications
will
receive $100,000. Within
the last five years, Southern
has been given a total of 35
endowed professorships.
Compiled by Shara D.
Taylor
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BRODERICK BALDWIN COJ.LETTE FLOCKHART UO'l'f4 N££SON REBHORN SIWJIOUB
INSPIRED Br fut 2'Rvr STORY Or. THE
GREATEST MOTION P1C'l'VR£ NEVER MJIDE.

ant to write for The Hilltop.
Come to our budget nteeting o
Tuesdays at 7 p.In. on the Plaz
Level of the West Towers.

STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Montgomery Co. Scores High Science Laboratories Not
SAT, from Campus A 1

takes an SAT prep course like
we do. Montgomery County
schools .u en 't all that different
from us, but maybe they have
access lo tutors and other things
they need. and we don't."
Brannon Floyd, a sophomore at Banneker High School,
thinks that the difference lies in
environment. "A lot of kids skip
class here, or they just got out
of jail for something. You just
don't hear about that so much
in Montgomery County."
For D.C. students, the
problem may also stem from
a lack of exposure to many
of the reading materials that
most students that attend
Montgomery County schools
experience regularly. According
to Roberta McLeod, director of the Blackburn Center,
Intramurals, and Recreation
at Howard University and former PTA president in Prince
George's Count), Maryland,
this is exactly the case. "Many

minority students spend more
tin1e watching television than
reading and they are not
encouraged lo do otherwise. I
believe that our education is
60 percent our responsibility
and 30 percent the responsibility of others, but the problem
lies in the fact that white students are usually taught the
importance of things and are
exposed early to the works with
the words that will be used on
tests like the SAT," she said.
"However, minority students
usually aren't and end up being
put on a non-college prep track,
which they usually don't have
a problem with because they
,think it's easier on them but
do not understand the effect
that will have on them later. In
the end the playing field is not
even."
Parents also seem well
aware of the challenges ahead to
improve the overall standing of
D.C. Public Schools. Accordinci
to \Vanda Lucas, mother of
Alethea Bell, a sophomore at

Cardozo High School, the problem lies in a lack of parental involvement. "I volunteer
at Cardow and attendance is
really a problem. They have an
SAT course d\'ailable, but they
have to cut funding so nluch
that students can't take other
classes they need. Because of a
lack of money last year, they cut
the science classes at Cardozo,
and this year, my daughter
can't take it because everyone
who couldn't take it last year
has to take it now to graduate,"
she said. '"But the focus in the
school is just on trying to make
it safe, not necessarily on the
students' scores.~

- ••"'"'"

<-~

Cracking the

SAT~

Elections Lack Promotion
ELECTIONS, from Campus A 1

whose major is undecided,
agrees with Lanier about the
it was too late to complete the
promotion.
requirements.
"Maybe they could make
"They did not Jct people get
posters or announcements,"
informed enough," Kidd said.
Dixon said. "I've heard about
"A lot of people I know wanted
[special elections], but it's not
to run, including myself, but I
something everybody knows
didn't know about it."
about."
Freshman biology major
Although some students
Brittany Lanier said she did not
are complaining about not
know an}1hing about special
knowing enough about the
elections or their purpos•»
elections, according to Beauge,
"All I have seen is people
the amount of participation in
asking what school you 're in,
these elections is high.
and then asking you to sign a
"I've run out of applicapetition so they can get on a
tions twice," Beauge said. She
ballot," Lanier said.
Lanier also said that she attributes the lack of knowledge about the elections among
knew people who wanted to
some students to the elections
run for student government,
occurring so early in the fall
but did not know about special
semester.
elections and the procedures
She does concede, howinvolved in running for office.
ever, that n1ore could have
She said she felt that the elections should have been pro- been dont' to notify students
about special elections. "\Ve did
1noted better.
attempt to promote [the elecLeon Dixon, a freshman
tions], but schools and colleges

need to promote too," Beauge
explained. She also feels that
older student leaders have a
responsibility to inform new
students about participating in
special elections.
"Those student leaders
know where those students
are that need to be reached,"
she said. '·we have to get that
information out because [new
students] don't know to seek
it."
In the upcoming weeks,
Beauge said that the promotion
of the elections will be stepped
up significantly.
"It's going to be overtly
advertised by schools and colleges, as well as HUSA."

ell-Equipped
CIENCE, from Campus A 1

Santos a lso believes that
ven though the Jabs could be
'mproved, they a re currently
ufficient in meeting student
eeds.
Another worry that stuents have is that the condition
f facilities and lack of equipent is not preparing them well
nough to enter their chosen
rofessions.
Tamara De Souza, a junior
oublc majoring in chen1istry
nd biology, has this concern.
'W11at we are training for is
earch, and we need that e..••pe.ence," De Souza said. "We do
not get any real lab experience.
[The experience we get] is not
s detailed as it needs to be to
onduct our own research."
De Souza also claims that
lack of proper equipment has
indered her educational proess.
"In General Biology, we had
o skip a couple of experiments
ecause we did not have equipent," she said. "What we did
et to do was very basic."
Jesse Nicholson, chairman
f the chemistry department,
eels that his department is lack·ng funds and according to him,
e three percent budget cuts
cross the board that went into
ffect last year have not helped
is department's situation.
"It's sad, but some :students
omc in and remark ·1 had beter [labs] in high school' and it's
e," Nicholson said.
He CA'J>lained that it is not
I the administration's fault
at the departments are lackg in funds, but that materials
d facilities needed for these
ubjects are extremely expenive.
"When I first came [to
Howard] a piece of glass was
couple of dollars," Nicholson
·aid. "\\'hat was two dollars
ears ago is now 20 dollars."
According to him, glass-

't'ia Good'4111-"itart P•101ui:r1t11h- r

Biology and chemistry students must w ork in outdated and
hazardous laboratories.

ware such as flasks and cylinders, as well as equipment
like balances and microscopes
arc consumables because they
break. Although students pay
Jab fees, this is not enough to
cover all the breakage. He also
mentioned that as more sophisticated equipment is acquired,
the more expenses the department incurs.
Nicholson docs feel that the
administration tries to help the
department. He cited the chemistry building's recently renovated auditorium as an example. However, he feels that the
administration is neglectful at
times.
According to Nicholson, an
anal)1ical lab had a leak over
this past summl·r, and nothing
was done until iL was t ime for
students to come back. He also
talked about equipment that is
stolen because of a lack of safety
measures and about how the
68-year-old chemistry building
last received major renovations
in i980.
"I love this place, but
this should not be Howard
University," Nicholson said.
"Students should not have to
work like this."
Associate professor Mary
l\1cKenna has been working in

Howard's biology departn1cn
for 18 years. Throughout thi
time, she has faced difficulti
arising from Jack of funding.
but she has worked to meet thi:
challenge.
When it comes to teachin
o,n a small budget, she said tha
it is more often a question o
creativity rather than funding.
l\fcKenna feels that faculn
members also have a respon
sibility lo try to locate monc
for their departn1ent as wel
as to inform the administra
tion about their students' needs.
As an ecology professor, she i
looking for outside sources t
finance the rebuilding of th
departn1ent's greenhouse, whic
she said ··hasn't been improve
or even maintained" since sh
arrived nl Howard.
According to the Strategi
Framework for Action II. th
administration plans on build
ing an Interdisciplinary Scienc
and Engineering Building.
which would house the biology.
chemistry, mathematics an
physics departments, as well a
other academic programs and
research centers.

Safety, Cost & ConVenience of Off-Campus Living
LIVING, from Metro A6
progres~

on campus."
Despite so1ne disadvantages, she
enjoys the privacy of her own apartment. She said that she can quiell) do
her schoolwork in peace without interruptions. Based on her past experiences
with donn life, she wasn't always able to
do her homework in noisy dormitories
such as Meridian.
LaKcisha Stockton, a sophomore
human development major, lives in
Silver Spring, l\1d. She too is grateful for
her quiet living environment and appreciates being the boss of herself. "There

are no visitation rules and I don't have
to go to a floor meeting with an RA,"
Stockton said.
Samantha Grey, who also lives in
Silver Spring, ~ld., said, "I love having
my own bathroom and kitchen, however
the cost to get back and forth to school is
expensive because I don't have a car."
Though Grey is thrilled about her
apartment, other students feel that they
would develop a relaxed attitude toward
school if they were to have their own
place. Promise Onuorah, a biology major
said, "I wouldn't be surprised if students
didn't know how to handle living in
an apartment because of the numerous

opportunities it provides to slack off
from school work."
Despite different attitudes toward
off-campus living, a successful off campus lifestyle depends upon a number of
deciding factors. Howard University students are faced with countless challenges
when searching for apartments in D.C,
Maryland and Virginia.
Apartment Detectives is an agcncy that searches for vacancies in the
D.C, Maryland and Virginia area.
Students interested in living off-campus can make an appointment at ww"\v.
apartmcntdetectives.com or by calling
202-362-RENT.

'\.~·
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Festivities Return After Three Years
GEORGIA, from Metro A6

Howard.
~fany

people have an optimistic outlook on this upcoming
Georgia Avenue Day. Howard is
veI} appreciative ot all of the
help fron1 Howard University
students. "Vve are trying to
bridge the gap because this is

our community as well. If you
don't like where you live, you
should try to do something
about it. It is important to
give back so we can change the
slate of the comn1unity," said
Jloward.
Georgia Avenue Day 2004
is a two-day event, beginning
on Saturday, Sept. 18, 2004.

The first da) is entitled '"A Day
in the Park!" and will be held on
the Banneker recreational field.
Gates open al u a.m., and there
will be acti\'ities such as a celebrity softball game, Jive broadcasting fro1n \VKYS, a school
supply drive, a Jive concert featuring local talent, and other
children's rides and activities.

Day two, entitled "Chocolate
City Step Show Classic" is being
held on Sunday, Sept. 19, 2004,
at the Capitol City Pavilion.
Doors open at 4 p.m. There
you can experience a Greek step
show, Jive entertain1nent, and a
brief reception after the show.

Website Campaigns to Reopen Road
ROAD, from Metro A6

to Cortland Place, Northwest,
running underneath Connecticut
Avenue. By closing it off lo traffic, some supporters say the city
is contributing to an increase
in traffic congestion. "It would
open up the city if cars could use
it,~ said Eric Lerum, also a resident of Cleveland Park.
Proponents of the movement, including residents and
businesses in Mount Pleasant,
Crestwood, Adams Morgan,
Columbia Heights, 16th Street
Heights, Palisades, Foxhall,
Cleveland Park, and Woodley
Park feel that shutting the road
down has also contributed to
gang violence and drug activit},
which threatens the safety of the

community and brings the property value of the neighborhood
down.
Though there is much
debate, some residents still
remain unaware of the impending battle. "I see the signs everywhere, but I really don't know
what it's about," said resident
Dan Lustig. "I would like to
learn more about it."
Over the years, public officials have stated the $5 million
that it would take to repair the
road is too high of an expense to
pay at this time. A police official
from the second district, said
that he has not heard of any
co1nplaints of gang violence or
dn1g use in the area. "It would
be a very l.t:enic nature trail or
bike path for residents though if
it were to open up," he said.

Officer Rhinehart, also of supporters still remain wary due
the second district, said, "People to the extended wait that they
wouldn't have to stop at the light have had to endure for the past
on Porter Street if the road were io years.
repaired."
If you would like more inforWhen Howard students mation or would like to learn
were asked about their feelings more about the campaign, log on
on Klingle Road, many did not to w\vw. repairklingleroad.org.
know of the issue or felt that
it didn't affect them. "The few
times I have been to Rock Creek ,
Park, I have not seen or heard of
the part that has been closed,"
said recent graduate Kalena
S111ith, who still lives in the D.C.
area. "I love to go to the park
for picnics but I am not afraid by
the possibility of drugs and gang
violence."
According to recent findings,
negotiations are being made by
D.C.'s city council to reopen the
park for vehicular usage, but

J
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Whlle apartment complexes like Summit Hills
Is a popular apartment
complex for HU students,
others find the hunt for
apartments to be
dreadful.

Hip Hop Voters
Stay Independent
VOTERS, from Metro A6

ber of focus groups that study
the potential effects the hip-hop
generation may have on the election, Brazile said based on their
stances on many issues, most
hip-hop voters tend to ·1ean
democratic."
But that is no reason lo
assume they will all go out and
vote for Sen. KPrry. according
to Si1nn1ons. Ile said the real
issue is holding elected officials, rather they be Democrats
or Republicans, responsible for
the choices they make while in
office.
"Whoever is in office, we
want them to be accountable
and respect our agenda," he
said. "We're still pushing and
hoping our agenda will be rccogni1cd."
The fon1m. with more than
400 people of all ages in attendance, served as a bridge in
closing the gap between the
hip-hop generation and past
generations who sometimes
disagree with hip-hop culture.

Given the high stakes ol tlus
year's election, leaders fro1n past
generations sa\ there is no tinw
to bicker over the differ nces.
"We don't have time
to have a generation gap,"
said Congressman and CBC
Chairrnan Elijah Cummings (DMd.). "\Ve ha\'C to make sure
the new generation is coming
in to fill these spots left by older
generations."
Cummings, who is a founding member of the Cont:ress1onal
Black Caucus, did not serve on
the original p;1nel of speakers
for the evening, but made con1
ments and an appearance in
support of the forum.
The panelists reminded all
youth in attendance of their
power to force change within
society.
"Things changed in the
1960s because of young people," ~1orial said. "It was th<·
youth who participated in freedom rides, lunch counter sitins and who filled up jails in
Birmingham."

AS BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
Bizzology:

To Thine
Own Self
Be True
BY VENUS B. TAYLOR
Business & Technology Editor

"Neithel' a bori·ower,
nor a lendel' be; For a
loan oft loses both itself
and fl'iend, And borl'owing dulls the edge of husbandry.
Tltis above all; to thine
own self be true, And it
111ust follow, as the night
the day, Thou canst not be
false to any man."
-William Shakespeare,
Hamlet

The words of this distinguished playwright are
still more than applicable
today as family and friends
fall out with one another
over money.
I loan people money all
the time. I borrow money
all the time. That's just the
life of a college student.
But I have noticed one
very upsetting disparity. I
pay back more than I get
back!
Am I being too nice or
am I just a good friend?
After attending the
Congressional
Black
Caucus' 34th Annual
Legislath·e Conference last
week, I realized that my
niceties are holding me
back from reaching nly
financial goals.
The Conference hosted various panel discussions on financial issues in
America. In cve1y fonun, I
saw one recurring theme:
debt.
To borrow (no pun
intended!)
a phrase
fron1 The \Vashington
Post Business coltnnnist
Michelle Singletary, "We
are living the American
dream on
borrowed
money."
As part of an instantgratification society, we
are quick to borrow 111oney
from friends, family, whoever to get what we think
we need.
But don't get nle
wrong, occasionally true
emergencies do arise in
which we need to as for
help. These arc not the situations I'm talking about.
I'm talking about pizza,
music, clothes, etc.
Some friends can pass
n1oney back and forth, with
an understanding that they
will always be there for
each other whenever one of
them is in need. However,
when terms are not properly agreed on, this type
of borrowing and lending
does nothing but put strain
on otherwise healthy relationships.
Case in point:
I know a couple of people here at Howard (don't
wony. I won't call you out,
we don't use naines around
here) who are great to be
friends with, but are painfully tight when it co1nes
to nloney. They can't even
buy a value meal for a
hungry friend without agonizing over that $4·49 for
the rest of the school year.
(I'll pay you hack as soon
ai; I get my refund check,
Shee1na!)
But seriously, too often
do I see 1ny friends, peers,
associates. and classmates
falling out over money. So
I offer this advice piece of
simple advice: "Neither a
borrower, nor a lender be;
For a loan oft loses both
itself and friend, And borrowing dulls the edge of
husbandry."
E-111ail youl' though~s
on this coltann to
Bizzologyo5@yahoo.co111.
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Starbucks Company to Undergo Price Hike
BY SHENNETH DOVE-MORSE
Contributing Writer

As Howard students become
acclimated to being back at
school and are forced to stay
up until the wee hours of the
morning to do school work, they
may think twice before going
into the Starbucks on campus
for their daily shot of caffeine in
the future.
The entire Starbucks Coffee
Company plans to raise its prices for the fourth time since the
company's inception. The price
hike, which has not yet been
determined, is forecasted to be
behveen four and five percent by
some analysts in the restaurant
industr}r.
This price increase at the
specialty coffee chain will be its
firstin four years. According to
The Wall Street Journal, higher StudentS brace their wallets as
costs for milk and other ingredients, in addition to higher rent
and health expenses are the reaThe planned price hike will
son for the price hike. There not deter some students from
was no comment about the pro- coming to Starbucks. Jacqueline
posed price increase of the chain Keasley and Ramatolie Saho,
from the Starbucks on Howard's two freshmen political science
campus.
majors, still enjoy their drinks

Jordan Colbtrt·As.st. Photo Editor-

Starbucks Company discusses another price hike.

from Starbucks do not feel the
price hike will impact them.
"We usually come to
Starbucks whenever we visit
the bookstore and have been
here twice already this week.

Flat Panel Televisions
Become More Affordable
BY TATIANA KING
Contributing Writer

In this day and age where
possessing iPods, Nextels, and
laptops gets as much attention
as wearing a carat of yellow
diamonds, everyone is becoming more technology savvy. In
the midst of the hoopla, flat
panel televisions have become
the newest big thing.
Currently prices are three
percent lower than they have
ever been on flat panel liquid crystal displays (LCDs).
Wholesalers reported that prices at factories in Asia, which
produce most of the screens,
fell by 5-10 percent. LCDs have
been priced at much lower,
competitive pri~es since July.
Most mentionable is the fact
that high supply and weak
demand are forcing price cuts
on many LCD televisions.

The reason for the popularity of LCD televisions is not
just the space it saves, but for
the concept of style it also emanates. LCDs can reach up to 46
inches. Anything bigger than
this (up to 71 switches) becomes
plasma screen technology.
Even though the price
slashes have just begun, students are quick to jump on the
opportunity of lower prices.
"Flat panels are very convenient," said freshman Nathan
Miller. "I'd buy one not only
because it's lighter and easier
to mana~e, but I know I can
trade in my old 1V and use the
cash towards buying a better
flat panel one."
Reputable companies like
Sony and Sharp originally
offered LCDs but the market
is now seeing great expansion,
especially for the upcoming
holiday season.

No,v, other companies,
such as Hewlett-Packard, Dell,
Polaroid and Motorola are
preparing to launch their new
lines of affordable flat panel
displays. Most LCD televisions
range from a relatively modest
$550 to an exorbitant $4,000.
Due to the increasing number of suppliers, the price war
is well on its way. On Best
Buy's website, there is a 17-inch
GoVideo LCD for almost $650.
However, the 17-inch Dell LCD
1V is priced at $629. Both offer
virtually the same features and
quality, with free shipping from
both providers' websites.
In another case, Polaroid
offers a 20-inch for $949, while
Audiovox produces a less flashy
20-inch for $764.99.
Junior psycholoogy major
Tiffany Morales offers some
advice on purchasing 'no frills'
version of LCDs.
"Even though you may have
never heard of [a company]
before, it doesn't necessarily
mean that their product will be
bad," Morales said. "Just look
at APEX. No one ever heard of
them until last year and almost
everyone has a good 1V from
them now."
See FLAT TVs, News A9

1\1arltnf' Jla\llthront- Staff Phoco,tnpbtr

As computer makers Dell
and Hewlett-Packard begin
producing affordable flat
panel televisions, traditional television-makers
grow anxious.

Healthcare Skyrockets, Job
Recruiting Slows Down
BY KAIA KARAMOKO
Contributing Writer

The rising cost of healthcare has forced employers to
make budget cutbacks nationwide.
According to Howard
Kurtz of The Washington Post,
America will witness the highest increase in healthcare since
1989. Medicare premiums have
risen 17 percent.
High Medicare packages
affect all Americans: the unemployed, single mothers and
fathers, senior citizens, young
adults and employers across
the country. Employee health
benefits are a major payroll
expense for companies that
provide them. Employers are
complaining and employees are
suffering.

lay-off, and/or cancel entire
departments within their corporations.
This is interesting news for
young adults everywhere, who
will soon browse the job market in search of jobs that provide healthcare benefits. They
may find jobs that do not offer
healthcare coverage.
"People will go elsewhere
to find better coverage... elsewhere maybe below their standards," said sophomore history
major Dominika Anderson.
Many companies have "Healthcare should adjust to
reduced their coverage of the values of the people, if peohealth benefits; now employ- ple want to be healthier then
ees may have to pay up to 20 healthcare should meet their
percent for benefits. Reducing demands and it should be
the amount of healthcare cov- affordable."
In light of healthcare
erage is not the only solution to
decreasing a company's expensSee HEALTH, News A9
es. Cmnpanies may downsize,

The price increase won't keep
us from coming to Starbucks,"
agreed Saho and Keasley.
,
Other students would rather
go to other places to fill their
coffee needs.

"I'm not a big coffee drinker,
but if I do need a cup, I would
rather go to Dunkin' Donuts or
even McDonald's than pay for
Star.bucks Coffee. It's just too
expensive, I can't fit it into my
budget," says junior administration of justice major Angela
Lee.
The convenience of the location of the Starbucks outweighs
the price increase for others.
"I shouldn't come [to
Starbucks] but probably will
because its convenient."
In a recent article in The
v\Tall Street Journal, Starbucks
chairman Howard Shultz stated
the necessity of the increase.
"It's clear to us that there are
certain financial issues that we
can't control."
Other coffee specialty stores
such as Caribou Coffee have
been faced with the rising price
of commodities such as n1ilk but
have made no plans to increase
prices of coffee so far.
The Starbucks on Howard's
campus opened on Oct. 15, 2002,
in ajointventure between Earvin
See COFFEE, News A9

HU Electronics
Entrepreneur Saves
Some Students
Time and Money
BY SHENNETH DOVEMORSE
Contributing Writer

Most students in college
dream about fulfilling their
professional goals and think of
them as things to start working
towards after completing college. College is the time to have
fun and socialize before facing
the real world for most college
students.
This is not t rue for Jack
Edward Jenkins, Jr., one
Howard student who did not
wait until he graduated to fulfill
his dreams of becoming a business owner.
Jenkins, a senior business management major from
Shrewsbury, La., runs his own
company called Royal Electronix.
This Online electronics store
provides students, and anyone
else interested, with their electronic needs.
Jenkins offers televisions,
DVD players, small kitchen
appliances, computer accessories, digital cameras, video
games and much more. His
products are sold at reasonable
prices and Jenkins even has a
feature on his website where
the buyer can suggest a lower
price than the one offered by
RoyalElectronix.com.
Jenkins says his inspiration
for becoming an entrepreneur
before finishing his education
was his own inner desire.
"I didn't want to be an
en1ployee of someone else. I
wanted to start something on
my own," Jenkins said.
Jenkins went on to further
explain that this particular business is valuable to Howard students because it is affordable
and convenient.
"College students don't
always have cars but they do
have needs for major appliances

\f1)a (,illlam· 'tt:nlor l'hhl(') tr'd ltor

Royal Electronix offers students affordability and convenience to Howard students.

and electronic items," Jenkins
said. "You can order them
through my website and have
your items shipped right to your
dorm."
Royal Electronix has not
been in operation long. Jenkins
opened his business to the public on August 9. Jenkins named
his business after his grandfather who passed away when he
was 11 years old.
Junior psychology major Joi
Nash has received one of the flyers Jenkins distributes promoting his business.
"It's always good to see a
young black man trying to be
independent," Nash said. "I
think that his business is a very
good idea for people that have a
need for it."
According to Jenkins, the
best aspects of owning a business include: "Doing what you
want to do, how you want to do
it. You feel more accomplished
when you do everything yourself."
But Jenkins also admits
there are difficulties that come
"It's always good to along with running a business,
such as lack of time. He has
see a young black trained himself to keep late hours
man trying to be
to do work such as research for
his business.
independent. "
Being taken seriously is also
-Joi Nash, junior another difficulty that J enkins
psychology major has had to overcome in starting his business. He called 275
wholesalers to provide the prodSee STORE, News A9

First Caucus Well-Attended
hip hop, the caucus spilled out removed from physical slavery"
CAUCUS, from Campus A 1
into the street. Among other and all we need to do is "break
things, panelists discussed the the mental shackles" to make it
to point out the major issues possibilities of a non-white happen.
faci ng voters ages 18 to 36. male being elected president in
Many students put their
Most talked about the core four- the near future. Kitwana said Saturday night plans on hold
education, crin1inal justice, war, that if the parties continue to to attend and though some left
health care- but North Carolina 1nove closer to the right and early, most endured. .Junior
A&T student representative partisan politics prevail, there's filn1 production major Iman
Calvin Williams Jr. was as con- little hope. Yeanvood thinks Maynard said about the caucerned about the prevalence of that America is not too far from cus, "It's a positive move toward
self-hate in the black commu- a more colorful White House, political awareness for young
nity. Johnson also chose a topic saying "we're only 139 years people."
of particular importance to the
African Americans- "moving
the movement forward."
He stressed to the audience and the panel th€ need
for a "collective blueprint" for
advancing the cause of Blacks
in America. Johnson wanted all
in attendance to make sure they
left with something concrete
and achievable in their daily
lives, as opposed to "just clapping and [being] excited."
Baraki Kitwana was eager
to piggyback off this issue that's
rarely addressed. He also spoke
about the need for voter education in neighborhoods and not
waiting for organizationl'. such
as the ones represented on the
panel to come to town to take
action.
\farlrnc fl.1¥ithront--Slllff Phot~rapber
Though time constraints
caused the program to end after More than 400 people attended the session on voting and
three hours, in the true spirit of the Hip-Hop generation.

Computer Companies Create
Low-Cost Flat TVs
"In my case, I'll stick
with my regular 1V because I
Although the reduction in don't see the point in buying
prices may set off alarms to an expensive new LCD when
some to pour out their wallets, the [television] I already have
others warn to fight off the urge works just fine," Carroll said.
to splurge for a bit longer.
"It's not like a different 1V will
"If I'm living in a dorm give me different channels-not
room, I don't see the need for on campus anyway."
~"w.~1bu,.tom
an expensive 1V right now. A
As mentioned by Paul
$600 television is still a lot of Semenza, vice president at iSup- fron1 Panasonic and Toshiba
money," said junior English pli Corp., a technology research on news.xinhuanet.com, promajor Derick Bowers.
firm, "The CRT may be big and duction on CRT teleYisions will
Among others, tube-based ugly, but it's a good value."
stop this month in Japan, as
(cathode ray tubes, CRT) 1Vs
The consensus is that nor- Sharp announces that producare still acceptable to students mal CRT-based 1Vs will be off tion on CRTs will halt in the
like sophomore accounting the market in as little as five global market next year.
major Ryan Carroll.
years. According to reports
FLAT TVs, from Biz & Tech AS

Scholars Follow Core Values
Allison Mathews believes that
the NSCS positions its members
Veronica Womack, histo- to excel in all aspects of life,
rian and programs coordina- even after college.
tor for NSCS, said the primary
"NSCS is a good program
focus of Howard's chapter of because it provides students
NSCS is to serve students of with internships, along with
middle school age.
community service and exem"The sixth and seventh plifies young black scholars,"
grades are vital in a child's deci- she said.
sion about college or their plans
Sophomore human develfor the future," Womack said.
opment major LaToya Robinson
She said she feels as though agrees with Mathews.
the Planning for Success College
"I am just happy to be a part
program is a vital function of of something on campus that I
the Howard's chapter of NSCS can benefit from and simultaneas a whole.
ously others will benefit from,"
Sopho1nore sociology major she said. "It is an honor to be a
NSCS, from Campus A2
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part of an organization as prestigious as this."
The ceremony ended with
inductees taking an oath to continue scholastic endeavors and
uphold the ideals of scholarship,
leadership, and community service on which the organization
was founded.
Before departing for the
evening, the inductees were left
with a final challenge by Rooke.
"I give fOU one-half of your
congratulations loday, but the
other [half] will come at the end
of the year after the completion
of your community service," he
told them.

Ceremony Recalls Memories
SEPT. 11 , from Campus A 1

remember that "we are still
here." "Still here to complete
God's divine will or just for
another day, never the less we
are still here," Logan said.
Being able to say that
one is still here on Howard
University's campus, residing in
the infinite shadow of Howard
Thurman, Frederick Douglas
and Mary McLeod Bethune, and
other great individual AfricanAmericans that were called to
take the long hike to where
Blacks are today was an essential part to Logan's message.
Next to speak was Howard
University President H.Patrick
Swygert. He talked about how
society is still ti) ing to figure
out what the world has come to
since the tragic events of 9/11.
"It's a world freight with fear
and terror," Swygert said.

Swygert did mention that
there is still one constant botl~
pre-Sept. u and since then. The
campus's faith in a higher being,
and an affection and love for
one another. "That is a constant
that continues to define I foward
University," Swygert said.
The Howard University
president then thanked the
students and faculty members
for giving up a few moments
out of their day to observe and
acknowledge those who lost
lives and some who lost spirit
on Sept. 11, 2ooi.
"This is a great university,
great because of you and great
because of what you believe in
and what you try to make real,"
Swygert said.
Lindell Cook talked about
what he did on that day of the
9/11 attacks. The senior human
development major remembers

leaving Drew Hall on his way to
class as a fellow resident told
him about a plane crashing into
the World Trade Center.
"As long as I Jive, I will
never forget the vision I had
and the sight coming out of
Locke Hall and just seeing all
the unusual anxiety that was on
campus. .
Cook said that he was right
in the middle of what was happening on 9/11. He recalled how
he shared a prayer with some
of the students that stayed in
Drew later that afternoon. He
also recalls lying in bed that
night talking to God and that he
received peace from the power
of prayer.
"It was that intimacy with
God that enabled 1ne to cope
with gravity of that situation of
tragedy of Sept. 11, 2ooi."

Cost of Healthcare Affects Jobs
HEALTH, from Biz & Tech A8

increases, the job market faces
the chance of not providing
suitable healthcare benefits. It
may also reduce the amount
of recruiting corporations on
and off college campuses. In
addition to America's alarming
economy, increases in healthcare insurance may make matters worse.
Carol Y. Dudley, coordinator for the Office of
Career Developing for the
John II. Johnson School of
Communications, seems to differ. "Increases in healthcare
insurance will only harm older
workers that have been working for 25-30 years, individuals
who are used to receiving health
benefits."
Dudley believes t hat the
business of healthcare will not
subdue recruitment at any college. The urge to work and
the need for assistance will

never cease. She argues that
for young people, the idea of
receiving healthcare is fairly
new, so having to pa} will not
come as a shock. "Yes, healthcare insurance is always at the
top of the list of employees, but
working is primary and receiving healthcare is secondary,"
Dudley said.
According to Dudley, many
may consider other career
options, but with the job market being so tight, the idea of
not ceasing an opportunity is
preposterous.
Many protest the capitalistic tactics of the health insurance business. According to
Richard L. Clarke, a contributing
writer for Healthcare Finance
ll.1anagement, most providers
fail to make a difference.
"Unless we find cost-effective ways to efficiently deal with
this den1and, healthcare services will be too expensive for anyone to afford," Clarke said.

However, tactics will not
disrupt the flow of job recruiting at any college
•
Ellis, a 23-year-old criminal justice and history major,
believes that "the increases will
affect the common folk, not
necessarily big businesses, [the
U.S. Department of Health and
Iluman Services], or the Bush
administration..,
Howard has several services, which help to ease its students into the working world,
and to make the transition as
smooth as possible.
For more information
on career senrices at Howard
University, visit the Center
for Professional Developn1ent
in Suite 222 of the School of
Business. The Career Service
Office in Roon1 208 of the
John H. Johnson School of
Communication's C.B. Powell
Building is also available to
assist students in their employment-related endeavors.

Jenkins Starts Online Store
STORE, from Biz & Tech A8

ucts for his business, but was
able to get contracts with only
three.
"I think it is admirable that
he has the resources to start
his own business at such as
young age,., said junior public
relations major Blair Edwards.
"I will definite!} think about
[becoming a patron of] his business in the future."

Jenkins also has other
goals and interests outside of
his business endeavors. He is
due to graduate next su1nmer
and would like to pursue acting.
Jenkins dreams of becoming
a millionaire by the age of 25
and opening up entertainment
comple.xes around the country.
He also wants to own his own
sports team, preferably a football team.

Jenkins encourages other
students to follow his example
and start their own businesses.
"If other students have
a product that would benefit
black people, get it out there to
the community," J enkins said.
"Research is important when
starting a business. Know what
you are talking about and have
a pan.
1 "

Chain Raises Prices for the Fourth Time
COFFEE, from Biz & Tech AS

ture called Urban Coffee
Opportunities, LLC (UCO) set
CEO of .Johnson Development up to develop Starbucks locaCorporation (JDC), and Schultz. tions in ethnically diverse neighThe company, which originated borhoods around the country.
in the Seattle area is the top Starbucks has more than 5,000
retailer, roaster and brand of retail locations around the
special!) coffee in the world.
world.
The Starbucks on Howard's
Some students say that they
campus is one of 37 in a ven- will still go to Starbucks despite

I

Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers a n·ew issue.

the price increase because of the
atmosphere. Pharmac~· graduate student Muluken Seyoum,
said, MI co1ne here on!) once in
a whil(;. So the price increase
won't be a proble111 for me but
it may be for those who come
regular!). I enjoy coming here
because it's a nice place to relax
as well."

-------------
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Pirates Capture Eighth
Consecutive in Over Bison
''She Got
Game''
BY ASHLEY ROSS
Spotts Editor

Being the nocturnal individual that I am, I cannot immediately give in to my daily exhaustion and fall peacefully asleep.
So after flipping through three
infomercials in a row last week,
my hopes of finding one last
diversion started to wane. But
alas, there are always two final
respites on my nightly television
journeys... ESPN and ESPN2.
They have never let me down,
and last Thursday on ESPN2, I
wandered upon an oasis that I
had personally long forgotten.
Sprawled out on my living
room couch I watched Nikki
Teasley of the Los Angeles
Sparks pushing the ball up
the court on a fast break. As I
began to yawn, she made her
defender's knees buckle with a
behind the back cross over, followed b' an effortless fade away
three-pointer. Before the ball
fell through the net, I shut my
mouth and sat straight up.
As a diehard basketball
fanatic, I am truly ashamed to
admit I have not watched an
entire WNBA game in years.
Although I did follow the league
closely from its inception in
199"' until a couple years ago, I
really have no legitimate excuses as tr• why my interests as
of late have diminished. But
as the time ticked away during
the second half of the Sparks
versus Shock game and center
Lisa Leslie riade history finishing with 29 points, 15 rebounds,
and 10 blocked shots (the third
triple-double in WNBA history),
it all came hack to me.
Not even a decade ago, the
very thought of a professional
women's basketball league
was unfathomable. Let alone
the possibility of such a league
attaining the success the WNBA
has already achieved in such a
short time span. And now in the
midst of its eighth season, those
who actually follow the WNBA
and its players can say they have
witnessed an unbelievable phenomenon in sports history.
I have nothing but the
utmost respect and admiration
for those who can actually say
they played a part in this history. Believe it or not my high
school basketball coach, Suzie
McConnell Serio, a two-time
Olympian and mother of four,
refused to let such an opportunity pass her by. After training
for several months and scri1nmaging with us during practices, she went on to become
the starting point guard for the
Cleveland Rockers from 1998 to
2000 at the age of 32. Through
my experiences with her and
others that currently play in
the league, I developed a deep
appreciation for the league and
its pa1ticipants that I've somehow started to neglect in recent
years. However, even without
such personal relationships, the
WNBA has so much to offer the
common spectator.
The WNBA is unequivocally the most successful of
all the professional won1en's
sports leagues.
Despite the
success and popularity of professional women's soccer, volleyball, softball, and others, no
other professional league has
n1anaged to sustain any comparable revenues or attendance.
Even television ratings are on
the rise this season and accordSee SHE, NEWS 67

Brantly kickoff 91 yards in the first quarSpotts Editor
ter for the first return for a touchdown
against Howard since the 2002 season.
Hampton University scored touch- Mathis, who was nan1ed to the First
downs on both a punt return and Tean1 All-1\lf.AC in 2003 and runs 4.14
a kick return as the Pirates thumped in the 40-metcr dash, also had Lhree
the Howard University Bison 47 - 14 receptions for 21 yards.
at Armstrong Stadium in Hampton,
However, it was Marqua McDaniel's
Va. on Saturday. In front of a ca:,..acity punt return of 85 yards nlidway through
17,500 fans, the Bison struggled with the third quarter that underscored the
five untimely turnovers that increased Bison's day as numerous missed tackles
tlle two-game season total to 10. For the allowed the Pirate receiver to slip down
Pirates, it was their eighth win in a row the sideline for the score. To add insult
over the beleaguered Bison who are now to injury, both running back Roland
0-2 for the season.
..Ja~ ·· Colbert and defensive back Fred
"Their special teams dominated Turner had fumbles on punt returns.
us," admitted Bison Head Coach Ray
Offensively, Coach Petty and
Petty in tlle post-game press conference. the Bison failed to make consider"Kickoff and punt returns played a big able inroads. Jay Colbert and Antoine
pa1t as well."
Rutherford were unable to find any
The Bison surrendered nvo returns rhythm or lanes from the backfield and
for touchdowns on it was not until five minutes were left in
special
teams. the second quarter that Colbert manPirate wide aged to break for a 53-yard gain. The
0
u t gain, however, was in vain as punter
Jerome Noam Dror had to make one of his nine
Mathis punts. Colbert finished with 86 yards on
returned 12 carries while Rutherford lumbered to
a Justin 22 yards on eight carries.
"Defensively they loaded up the box
on first downs," Petty confessed ..;They
were able to do some things that definitely put our offense in difficult situations."
In addition, a quarterbacking dilemma has reared its head as Marcos l\loreno
was uncomfortable in the pocket and
threw two interceptions. Completing
only seven of 19 passes, Moreno was
harasse.d and possessed very little
pocket presence as he was sacked five
times. His only touchdown pass came
seven minutes into the game when he
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY

l>r. I l.. ttura <:la.rlt-- Pho102:rai1bt·r

Jarrett Burgess (98), Ronald Bartell, Jr. (1) and Antoine Bethea (2) all had
outstanding indiviual performances in Howard's loss to Hampton.

completed a 6-yard pass to senior wide
receiver Ryen \\Tilson. The situation did
not improve for the Bison when backup quarterback Antoine Hartfield was
introduced with 14 minutes left on the
clock. Hartfield was sacked on his first
play fron1 scrimmage and was just three
for nine on passing for 45 yards with an
interception.
Commenting on the defense Petty
assured that, ..defensivelvwe held on, but
they did what they do best and ran the
football." Pirate tailback Alonzo Coleman
steamed for 126 yards on 27 carries. His
32-yard scamper with just four minutes
left in the game was the blow that gutted
the already dejected Howard defense.
"It's frustrating," commented senior

comerback Ronald Bartell Jr...They did
everything that we expected them to, but
we had breakdowns on special teams."
The Bison 111anaged to contain
Hampton quarterback Prince Shepherd
as he <:omplcted 14 of 23 passes for
127 yards. Perennial playmaker Antoine
Bethea also grabbed his first interception
of the season and recorded u tackles for
the Bison. '·\Ve just have to S\\;tch our
focus to Alcorn and ne:-..t week, .. Bethea
remarked after the game.
With Saturday's Prince George's
Classic against Alcorn State University
looming, the Bison will be wary of the
role turnovers have played in the first
two games of the 2004 season.

Spotlight on Jarahn Williams:
A Rising Star For the Bison
.

BY JONATHAN DAVIS
Contributing Writer

\\Tith his four reception, no-yard
performance against Alabama State
in the Detroit Ford Classic at Ford
Field, sophomore wide receiver Jarahn
Williams was named Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference Player of the Week.
His performance in game one of the
season almost equaled his total of three
catches a year ago.
According to the sophomore administrative of justice major, he was pleased
with the honor, but was unhapp\ that
the Bison lost to Alabama State 27-1:.!.
"I was very excited due to the fact we
had a great game, but at the same time,
I wasn't too excited because we didn't
win," said the Miami native. "The honor
really did not mean too much.
His teammates were also proud of
the sophomore receiver for his great
honor as well. "It's always good when
you can get one of your teammates recognized as far as conference wise and
things like that," said senior wide receiver David Oliver, a marketing major from
Denver. "Being in the same receiving
core with him, it's a great accomplishment for the receivers as well."
"A lot of people on the team looked
up to him as a role model and as a
captain," said sophomore wide receiver
Larry Duncan. Like Williams, his receiving core teammates feel the same way
about the fact that they would rather have
the win in place of his l\lEAC honor.
"You can take away all the stats,
all the accomplishments and everything.
What you want bottom line is that win,"
Oliver said. "Everybody remembers the
wins and loses."
"If you don't get that win, none of
that matters because we did not produce
on offense -all around to get that win,"
Duncan said.
Williams feels that his attention to
detail has made him a better player.
In practice, \Villiams has particularly
worked on drills geared toward being
able to catch the ball with defensive
backs flyin·g. Willliams ha& also been
concentrating on his ability to focus on

Along with understanding how the
other members of the receivin5 core
can con tr~ bute, ,Jarahn \Villiams understands the .mportance of doing the other
things, like being able to block in the
running gan1e as well as block for the
wide recei,·ers when they catch the ball.
"If I don't block nn man, we won't have
a successful play," Willian1s said.
With all the things thlt Jarahn
Williams has improved on, he feels that
he has to get better in other ways. One of
the main things that \Villiams sa:-·s that
he has to work on is performing i·1 practice as he would come game titne.
I tend not to practice the way that
I play," \Villiams said. "Not on purpose,
but I guess I don't concentrate as in a
game.tt
Duncan believes that is the main
issue with the wide receiving core, being
able to bring solid concentration to practice and not just in the game.
''Sometin1es in practice, we don't
have the focus goinii on," Duncan said
"You're supposed to be focused even·day in practice. that way when the ga~e
comes,
. ,,it just makes your job much more
easter.
According to Oliver, when he first
saw Williams in the early practices, he
thought, in order for him to emerge as
a great receiver, he had to learn how to
get off the press of the cornerback that is
playing him, along with selling the route
that he will attempt to run.
"He has definitely improved his
game as far as that."
According to Duncan, V\'illiams has
also improved his ability to recognize the
look the opponent's defense is showing
and being able to recognize the "audiblethe change of the offense play at the line
of scrimmage."
As grateful as Williams was for being
named MEAC Player of the Week, his
sights are on the task at hand, making
the Bison football team into a winning
team this season.
..The honor lets n1e know what I am
capable of doing, which is playing at a
higher level and raising the team bar."
4

I Ill' l"hoto

Despite Howard's opening game loss to Alabama State, sophomore Jahran
Williams was named MEAC Player of the Week.

the quarterback's eyes and where he is
throwing the ball.
Williams also gives credit to \vide
receiver coach Alvin Harper for his drastic improvement. According to Williams,
Coach Harper has really worked \vith
him on running crisp routes, while at the
same time being able to get in and out of
cuts against the defender that is playing
him, whether it is the cornerback or the
safety.
Along with being able to run better routes, Williams believes also that
he has learned from Coach Harper the
importance of playing every play in the

game with great effort, never taking a
play off, even if the play is for the running back.
Like all great receivers and players
in general, Williams wants the ball in
his hands every time, but like all players
that strive for greatness, Williams understands the value of the other men1bers
of the Bison wide receiver core around
him
'Me personally, I want tht· ball just
like every other receiver does, but even
if it doesn't get to me I have four or
five other receivers capable of doing the
same thing," Williams said.
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Lady Bison Ready to Triumph After Eventful Week
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Contributing Writer

Seeking to avenge a disappointing 8-17 record from last season, the
Howard University women's volleyball
team was lights out in their conference home opener against Coppin State
University this past Tuesday.
Despite a continuing problem
· with the lighting system in the Burr
Gymnasium, the Lady Bison went on to
defeat the Eagles in three straight sets
(30-25, 30-18, 30-19), bringing their
MEAC record to 1-0 and their overall
record to 1-3 .
"There was no continuity within the
match because they had to keep on
stopping to adjust the lights. It was a
very strange match because of that,"
said Coach Linda Spencer.
The Lady Bison put the lighting
mishap aside, and sophomore outside
hitter, Yanne Givens led the Lady Bison
offensively with a game high 13 kills.
A day after winning their conference home opener, the Lady Bison prepared to take on the Georgetown Hoyas.
Hoping to execute the defense mechanism that Coach Spencer desired, the
Lady Bison fell to the Boyas 3-0 (30-13,

30-12, 30-13). The Hoyas were led by
senior middle blocker, Sara Albert who
had a match high of 15 kills. Crystal
Amedee led the Lady Bison with 4
kills.
After going 1-1 for the week, the
Lady Bison took their game on the road
where they competed in the Lafayette
Tournament in Easton, Penn. Upon
departure to the tournament, Coach
Spencer said that even though they won
their home opener, there is still a lot
more work to be done.
"To be successful in this weekend's
tournament, we are still going to have
to play better than we did on Tuesday.
Even tl!ough we came away with the
win against Coppin, we still need to
concentrate more on better defense."
At this past weekend's tournament,
the Lady Bison faced Farleigh Dickinson
University on Friday evening, where
they fell 3-2 to the Lady Knights. The
Lady Bison came out strong winning
the first game 30-25, then the 1".nights
came back to win the second game 3019. Things were beginning to look good
for the Lady Bison ~ they won game
three 30-25, putting them up 2-1. The
Knights won game four 30-25 which
forced a tiebreaker. Led by freshman

Elena Schmidt who put up 17 kills and
22 digs overall, the Lady Knights went
on to win the tie-breaker, 15-10. Junior
middle blocker, Kollin Hoskins led the
Lady Bison offensively with a match
high of 21 kills on 31 attacks.
On Saturday morning, the Lady
Bison prepared themselves for a doubleheader in which they first faced the
host of the tournament, the Lafayette
Leopards. The Lady Bison fell 3-0 (3021, 30-24, 30-23) to the Leopards.
Not too long after their loss to
the Leopards, the Lady Bison faced
their last opponent, the Sacred Heart
Pioneers. The Lady Bison won the first
game 30-21 and went on to ·win a close
second game 30-27. The Pioneers came
back however to steal the third game
30-26. Led by junior Kimberly Dexter
who put up 15 kills overall, the Lady
Bison won game four, 30-19.
In order to have a successful season
and to improve their record which now
stands at 2-6 overall, Coach Spencer
reiterates that the Lady Bison must
execute, "Defense, defense, and more
defense."
Flk Pbolo
The Lady Bison next take on Loyola Brittany Williams, setter, senior Sugarland, TX helps the Bison to their first
College tonight at 7 p.m. in the Burr conference win during a game in Burr gymnasium last week.
Gymnasium.
t

St. Louis Rams Keep Orlando
Pace for New Season
BY WARDELL PINKNEY
Contributing Writer

~"" "'.) ahoo'I port~ .com

Buccaneers running back Mike Alstott cannot gain another yard with Redskins linebacker
LaVar Arrington holding the line.

Gibbs and Redskins Successful
BY MARQUASE LOVINGS
Contributing Writer

The Joe Gibbs regime got
underway successfully Sunday.
The hometown Redskins fans
pilled into FedEx Field for
the season opener against the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Fans
like Tyler Chadwick anticipated
were happy lo be in attendance.
"I am excited to be here for
the Redskins opener, I hope we
win."

Chadwick, from Charles Co.,
Md. also predicted the score; "I
think the score will be 16-10,
with my Redskins winning."
Before Sunday's game could
even be thought of, both owners tried to help their teams
out with off-season acquisitions. The most notable is

Daniel Snyder, the owner of the
Redskins, acquisition of running back Clinton Portis. In
acquiring Portis they shipped
of their number one cornerback
Champ Bailey. Joseph Bernard,
an avid Portis supporter said," I
think the trade was fair; Clinton
Portis is an amazing back [and)
he will elevate the Redskins to
the ne>.1: level."
Buccaneer fans are trying
to understand what general
manager John Mackay is doing.
Losing household names like
'.Yarren Sapp, John Lynch, and
Keyshawn Johnson, the Bucs
are going into a new direction.
Jason Hightower, a Bucs supporter believes," [The Bucs) are
mixing a little of the old with
the new; Derrick Brooks is still
there and better then ever." With
the Bucs' first round pick, they

chose receiver Michael Clayton
who caught seven catches for 55
yards. Mackay also addressed a
team weakness by adding veteran tackle Derrick Deese to the
offensive line.
It look 4:40 for the hometown Redskins to have something to cheer about. FedEx
Field erupted when Portis
took a handoff and zipped 64
yards up the middle to pay dirt.
Chadwick replied about the run,
"Wow number 26 is fast." After
the Portis touchdown several
signs were raised proclaiming
"Portis for President." Late in
the first quarter, kicker John
Hall added on three to make it
10-0 heading into the second
quarter.
The Bucs had a hard time
See BISON, NEWS B7

St. Louis Rams offensive
tackle, Orlando Pace ended his
holdout late Sunday night and
inked a one-year tender offer
worth $7.02 million to remain
in the Show Me State.
"We're all excited to have
Orlando back and I know he
feels good about being back,
too," said Coach Mike Martz to
ESPN.com.
The eight-year veteran,
who played in all 16 games for
the Rams in 2003, showed up
to practice weighing in at an
astounding 309 pounds, 16
pounds below his playing weight
from last season.
Pace's St. Louis Rams teammates were thrilled to see the
former Ohio State standout in
uniform.
In February, Pace and his
agent Carl Poston rejected the St.
Louis Rams offer of a 7-year $42
million contract which included
a $13 million signing bonus, the
largest in Rams history, breaking Torry Holt's record of $12.5
million signing bonus.
"They didn't expect me
to accept that. That's an offer
made just to say, 'We made an
offer,"' Poston said, calling the
terms well "below Pace's market
value."
This isn't the first time that
Pace held out before the s tart
of a season; in 1997, his rookie
season with the Rams, Poston
orchestrated a 33-day holdout
of his client, now seven years
and five Pro Bowls later, both
sides were at odds again to the
very end. In 2003, Pace missed
all of training camp before signing the one-year franchise offer,
but played in the fourth pre-

...,.. • .., ~,.<'9111

Offensive Tackle Orlando Pace renewed his contract with the
St. Louis Rams for $7.02 million. The five-time Pro Bowler Is
expected to contribute Immensely to the team this year.

season game.
"I've encouraged him to
come in," Poston said. "I've
instructed him to sign the oneyear tender. But I can't make the
big fellow con1e in. Be's frustrated with the tean1."
'It's never remen1bered,"
Martz said. "That's his deal and
I don't have anything to do with
that. That's another world that I
don't participate in."
Pace, who was seeking some
sort of long-term financial secu-

rity from the Rams stayed away
from all team activities during
the off-season, which included
the tean1 's mini-camp and training camp located in Illinois.

Vijay Singh Contes Out the Woods and Ranks No. 1 Over Tiger
BY ANYA L. ALEXANDER
Contributing Writer

Vijay Singh is now considered
the world's best golf player as he beat
Tiger Woods by three strokes in the
PGA Deutsche Bank Tournament last
Monday.
"It was a golf tournament to me. It
wasn't about the ranking," said Singh,
who has won the past nine times he has
t aken a lead into the figure round. "It
wasn't about going out there and trying
to beat Tiger and beat out the number
one player. I was out there trying to
win the golf tournament and that was
my goal starting out today, said Singh
at a press conference last Monday.
Singh and Woods were tied at 13
under after Singh bogeyed the 13th
hole, but Woods bogeyed the next hole.
Singh grew hotter and made birdie at
the 15th hole after a bogey at the 14th
that set Woods back by two stokes.
Moments later, Singh finished his
round after making another birdie on

the 1ih to expand his lead to three
strokes ahead of Woods and Australian
Adam Scott, the 2003 champion.
Vijay Singh, the 41 year old, from
Fiji, whose first name means Victory,
has a remarkable list of achievements.
He is an international golfer who has
won titles all over the globe, including England, France, Germany, Italy,
Korea, Sweden, and Taiwan. Before this
major victory, Singh won the Masters
Tournament at Augusta National in
2000 and his PGA championship at
Sahalee in 1998.
"I made the putts that counted,"
Singh said. The big putt was on 17.
When I made that one, I said, "That's
1•t. "

This is definitely not the first time
Singh has come out on top. This was
Singh's sixth victory of the year and he
became the 12th No. 1 player since the
ranking were established in 1986.
Marshall Banks,
a Howard
University instructor says, "It is no
coincidence that Vijay Singh won the

Championship last Monday." "I think
that Tiger Woods in an excellent golfer." When he first came into the pros,
he changed the level of play and raised
the bar for other professional golfers."
"It is just ironic that one of the hardest
workers came out on top. When people
work hard they play hard and perform
at the right times, after all Vijay Singh
is also an excellent golfer."
Tiger ''\foods relinquished his No.
1 ranking to Vijay Singh after a record
264 straight weeks on top. The new
numbers had Singh at 12.72 points to
Woods 12.27, only .45 of a decimal away
from his longstanding title.
"That's not too bad, is it?" I've
had a good run," Woods said. "I'm not
disappointed about the ranking; I'm
disappointed in not winning ...Winning
takes care of the ranking."
"'•w-)aho.nporu.com

Vljay Singh beat Tiger Woods at the PGA Deutsche Bank Tournament last
week to become the No.1 ranked golfer in the world. Singh has won titles
all over the world including England, Korea, and Italy.
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HU Organizations' Battle Cry: Dues, Dues, Dues
BY AR1CA WA DE
Contributing Writer

DENTISTRY

It is once again time to count your

Rubberband
Man and
Women
BY KEITH LAING
Life & Style Editor

Everyone who read the first
edition of Lifelines and pointed
out that I'm nobody's fashionista (or would that be fashionisto,
Nakisha?) was absolutely right.
I'm clearly not the man to comment on fashion weekly, though
no matter what you all say, I
stand by my debonair sense of
style and boyish good looks. So
there!
Anyway, I was all prepared
to not have a column this week,
but after the litany of meetings I
had, it dawned on me. I am part
of a growing epidemic. I am one
of HU's Rubberband Men and
Women.
Boing!
You're probably wondering
what in the world a Rubberband
Man or Woman is, or how I
know who's slangin' what on our
campus. But you know who I'm
talking about. You've seen them
n1nning across the Yard. You've
tried talking to them, but all
you've gotten was a quick hi.
Rubberband Men and
Wo1nen are those who stretch
themselves thin year after year
to be active on campus and I'm
not ashamed to admit that I am
one of them (hey...the first step
is admitting you have a problem!)
I'm currently on three organizations' executive boards and
a member of at least three others. They're all conspiring to
drive me crazy.
I run from meeting to meeting like a Congressman, bare1} completing the tasks of one
before embarking on the assignments of another. Somewhere
along the way, my room becan1e
a distant memory.
I know that I am not alone.
Half of you are probably in more
organizations than I am. If
you can balance all that, I say
AMEN!
But if you can't, it might
be time to re-evaluate things.
The only thing worse than the
Ruhberband Man or Woman
arc those who stack up official
sounding titles, taking on so
much that they can barely show
up for meetings, let alone fulfill
their duties, leaving the organizations to suffer.
I, for one, saw that slippery
slope coming and ran like the
wind. I have sworn off e-boards
for the remainder of nly time at
HU and if I'm currently on your
board, m) resignation might be
in the mail.
Ok. ..it's not in the mail...but
that doesn't mean I haven't written it already.
If you are like me, struggling
to balance all the things you'd
like to be involved in, here's my
suggestion: Prioritize your priorities and let go of the things
that don't make the cut. For
all you know, a minor priority
to you may be a huge priority
to someone else. If you can't
give your all to something, don't
cheat those who would gladly
give 100 percent. Doesn't your
organization deserve that?

Senior print journalism
major Keith Laing is unavailable for comment right now
because he's in a 1neeting about
tomorrow's meetings. If you
leaue a 1nessage, he'll gladly get
back to you sometime between
now and May 14, 2005. We
think. At any rate, send your
questions, thoughts, comments and concerns to life_ n_
shjleo405@yahoo.co1n.

pennies because organizations all across
Howard University's campus are on the
prowl, sniffing out prospective members
for the new semester. The air is ringing
with their call and the echoes of their
chant pierce through the ears of every
student on campus: Dues, Dues, Dues!
With such a large variety of organizations on campus, it may seem difficult
to find just one to suit your needs. Each
one has its perks and its downfalls. But
the question still remains: To pay or
not to pay? With so many dues, being
involved on campus could become very
pricey. So, which ones are worth giving
your money to?
Sophomore public relations major
Lenzy Betters said he had a pretty good
idea of how 1nuch he is willing to dish
out in order to become a member of an
organization.
"The amount would be contingent
upon my dedication and the knowledge
that my money was going to a worthwhile purpose," Betters said.
As a proud member of the California
Club, Betters said he does not mind
spending the five to 10 dollars that go
toward representing his home state.
"I feel comfortable giving to an organization that I believe in."
Betters said he does draw the
line when necessary. Although he has
no qualms about paying dues for the

•
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Walls of buildings across campus have been fl ooded with flyers promoting
organizations' meet ings, in which members will be asked to pay dues.

California Club, he did reject membership into another organization that was
seeking nearly $40 for membership fees.
Is this an outrageous price to ask?
Senior Darby Baham, president of
the Howard chapter of the National
Association of Blar,k Journalists (NABJ),
remembers what it was like during her
first days in the organization. In addition to the $25 national dues (which are

optional) and the $10 Howard chapter
dues, "[NABJ) was trying to get people
to become part of WABJ (Washington
Chapter of Black Journalists), which was
another $20," Baham said.
In spite of the many requests for
membership dues, Baham feels that
the experience is well worth every cent.
She said NABJ is one of the few black
journalism organizations. For students

.

interested in journalism, a career that
is heavily focused not only on what you
know but who you know, Baham feels
that NABJ will leave its members well
prepared for the workforce
"It's an organization built on establishing contacts and networking," Baham
said.
Sure, $10 may be enough for many
organizations on campus but some organizations demand a lot for membership. Junior mathematics major Derrick
Dennis, president of Alpha Chapter, Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc., knows the
work that goes behind maintaining a
Greek letter organization. He also knows
the money that goes behind the work.
"You're expected to pay...You'll want
to do it for the betterment of the chapter," Dennis said.
He said that members of the fraternity are expected to pay between $25
and $t oo in chapter dues. This money
is then used toward placing down payments on various locations, aiding in
a variety of service projects, providing
materials for special events, and much
more.
"When people decide to become
members, it's because they think that
membership can uplift them," Dennis
said. vAnd that they can become an asset
towards the organization."
During the school year, many organizations \viill soon find that although
many people may show up to the meetings, a large portion still fail to pay their
dues to become official members.

Gallery of Art Among HU's Unsung Treasures
said, "I didn't even know we had a gallery on campus. I \vish I would've known
that my freshman year."
Unheard of and virtually unseen,
Ria Davis, a senior public relations
the Howard University Gallery of Art is major, admits that she was initially "surone of the university's best-kept secrets. prised to find out that Howard even had
Thus, it is often both overlooked and an art gallery" and, although it's been
unused by students, faculty, and the sur- almost two years since she last visited
rounding community.
the gallery, Davis said, "I was impressed
With the original purpose of pro- by the quality of the art, especially since
viding "revolving exhibitions of contem- you hear little to nothing about it."
porary arts and crafts" specifically for
Some students do use the facilities
the use of students, the Gallery formally to study and do research for class assignopened with a traveling exhibition of oil ments. The gallery is useful for a wide
paintings, watercolors and drawings on array of courses, from Blacks in tht Arts
to Art Appreciation and even AfricanApril 7, 1930.
Throughout the year, the gallery Anlerican History.
offers rotating exhibitions from different
Currently, the HU Gallery of Art is
collections and a variety of international hosting its 34•h Annual Faculty exhibition.
and national artists along 'vith selections This exhibition highlights art created by
from the University's permanent collec- the faculty of Howard's Art Department.
tion. The art gallery collection is a com- The opening reception, which was held
bination of gifts from friends and faculty on Sept. 10, gave students a chance to
of the University, art foundations, differ- hear the faculty artists talk about their
ent branches of the federal government, pieces.
and private collectors.
One of the featured pieces is by Allen
One of the earliest pieces placed in Jackson. It features four 20 by 30 silver
the gallery was Henry 0. Tanner's last gelatin prints backed by a car hood. The
completed work entitled "Return from prints feature still shots of what appears
the Crucifixion." Tanner was winner of to be a street festival and it is entitled
many awards and has received more "I've Got My Sista' with Me."
'videspread recognition than any other
There is also another piece by
black artist.
Raymond G. Dobard, a professor in the
Despite the rich history and exten- art department, entitled "Iris in Morning
sive collection, many students admit they Light II." It is a 25 by 37 color photo of a
have never been to the gallery. When multicolored Iris flower. "Iris in Morning
asked did she know about the gallery, Light II" is just one shot in the series of
junior accounting majorTaleah Holloway the flower under different light sources.
BY JASMIN HICKS
Contributing Writer

Dobard said he loved flowers and viewed
them as a gateway to go deeper into himself which inspired this portrait, as he
described the mood of the photo as both
peaceful and 1neditatiYe.
Jamila Francis, a senior fashion
merchandising major, says that the faculty exhibition offers a great chance for
students to see their professors' work.
"In the classroom you hear about
what your teacher can do and you learn
from what they know, but in the exhibit
vou really get to see their real talent,"

she said.
The annual faculty exhibition will be
available for viewing through Oct. 29,
2004.
The gallery of art is located in Lulu
Vere Childers Hall within the school
of Fine Arts and is open to the public
Monday through Friday, 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., and 12:30 pm - 6:00 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. Information can
also be found online at w\vw.howard.
edu/library/art@Howard.
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Many students have yet to notice the Gallery of Art located in the Fine Arts
building, now featuring an annual exhibit of the works of the school's faculty.

One ·to Watch: Rahee01 Devaughn, A Star on the Rise
BY JAMEELAH BROUGHTON
Asst. Life & Style Editor

"-1•ya <;illii111·Scni()lf' Pht)lo EJ1lor

Jive Recording Artist Raheem Devaughn performed his
single " Guess Who Loves You More."

"I've been doing this for
io years," Raheem Devaughn
said backstage at the Hip Hop
Caucus, after singing "Guess
Who Loves You More," a single
from his CrossRhodes album.
Along side him was guitar player K-Alyn who has played for
Meshell Ndegeocello for three
years and has released music
as an independent artist W.
Elington, a 10-year friend of
Raheem, spiced up the crowd
with freestyles, b-boxin and his
one- year-old son who is not a
stranger to the stage.
"I plan on taking my son to
a lot more shows. I don't really
like the idea of babysitting. I
rather have him \vith me experiencing this music," Elington
said.
For about 10 years, Raheem
and his crew have experienced
firsthand the joy and frustrations of being gifted artist 'vith
a "timeless" feel. While currently signed to J ive Records,
Raheem has toured the United
Kingdom, Jamaica, Philly and
Spain with Jazzy Jeff and Mad

Skills.
"One of my ~oals is to perform in South Africa during the
10th Anniversary of Apartheid,"
says Ral1ecm, as he think about
future tours.
Originally a native of New
Jersey, but currently residing
in the District, Raheem aspires
to be a breath of fresh air and
a vessel of God, dispensing
quality music and lyrics from
life experience. His inspiration derives from musically
gifted artist like Prince, Stevie
Wonder, and Sting.
With
albums entitled, 'The Healing
(Part 1 and 2)," 'The Antidote,"
and ..CrossRhodes- Limited
Budget/Unlimited Quality," it
is evident that Raheem is in
a category of his own. ''\Then
asked what genre would he use
to classify his style, Raheem
defined himself as an "R&B
hippie neo soul rock star. n And
his style says it all.
Listening lo Raheem's
music, one will find a skilled
individual intert\vining life and
art into a musical melody. His
voice is crisp and his passion
is felt and heard when he sings
to well-produced tracks on his

albums. Upon visiting his website, www.urbanave31.com, you
can hear snippets of various
songs before purchasing.
Rocking a one of a kind half
self-portrait, half-1-larvin Gaye
silk-screened shirt made by
Demont Peekasowith Caribbean
inspired air force ones from Aja
Imani, and a fedora straw hat,
Raheem truly represents the
creativity of his work.
The Demont Peekaso line
will drop in about two months '
on
www.urbanave31.com.
There, all three of Raheem's
albums can be purchased and
fans can post and respond to
quotes on the community message board and/or find out his
next performance date and
location.
Raheem's next performance
'vill be at the Price George's
Classics at FedEx Field on Sept.
18.
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Too Many Chefs in
Community Kitchens

1(itclien 'Tips
1. Clean up! No one likes
to go Into a dirty kitchen. It
invites little creatures to come
cook with you. You don't
want pests to run you out of
the kitchen, do you?

sometimes the crowds are excessive.
"There are not enough kitchens for
the amount of people on the floor,"
A part of being away from home is sophomore electrical engineering
2. Make the most out of your
missing mom's good ole home cook- major and Meridian resident Anwar
space so as to conserve
ing. Since mom taught you well, there York said.
space for others. Choosing
are no worries for residents who have
Jihan Clay, a sophomore Meridian
a section of the kitchen to
their own cooking skills because there resident, agrees that the kitchens are
work in eliminates scatter
are kitchens in most dorms. They are often packed.
and maximizes the amount
accessible, clean and stocked with all
"Some people have to wait to eat
of people that can use the
the equipment you need... or are they? because it's c1owded." Clay said that
facility at once.
Despite the amenities of the kitch- this problem drives students to go eat
ens in residence halls such as Carver, elsewhere.
· 3. For those who complain
Meridian and Slowe, cooking has
Several resident assistants said they
about no ovens, the
become a hassle for many. The lack of are anticipating later conflicts, espemicrowave is a conventional
cleanliness and unavailability of useful cially when people start to have guests.
cooking oven.
kitchen appliances discourages many
Residents say the main issue with
residents who wish to cook.
cooking in the kitchen at the beginning
4. Realize and be realistic.
Carver Hall houses approximately of the semester is the lack of cleanNot every meal is a feast.
180 students and has two kitchens in liness of the cooking areas. Although
the building. According to Resident not all students who cook in t11e dorm
Assistant Queshia Bradley of Meridian have experienced the wrath of t11e nasty
"I don't want rodents," Clay said
Hill Hall, which has eight floors and chefs, many have.
seriously.
approximately 630 students, there is a
Clay said he witnessed such occurOthers warned of trying to do too
kitchen on every odd floor for a total of rences. "People leave crumbs, food ... much in the limited space.
four kitchens. Slowe Hall has a similar I've seen a whole thing of fries on the
"People don't understand, we're
ratio with slightly more than 300 stu- floor."
in college. We're not in the Ramada
dents using three kitchens.
Because residents of Carver, or Hilton or something," stated Slowe
"There are about 105 students on Meridian and Slowe live off campus, Hall resident Kwame Ballantyne. "It's
each floor in Slowe," said sophomore many people no longer eat on cam- important not to expect so much but
resident assistant Lauren Smith, "with pus and prefer to cook in the dorm. rather work with what you have. Most
one kitchen per floor."
Residents have suggested that everyone students aren't going to be preparing
With ratios like these, the problem work together to ensure that everyone Thanksgiving meals everyday so the
of kitchen availability arises.
gets the most out of their community equip1nent there will have to suffice."
Residents of Carver Hall, such as kitchen experience.
Overall many students, like
freshman engineering major Kayson
For instance, Clay said he hopes Meridian Hill Hall resident Brian
Palmer, admit that not many people everyone remembers the golden rule Vickers, a jazz studies music major,
cook in Carver so, for them, over- of cleaning up after themselves when feel that the benefits of the community
crowding is not an issue. For now, the using the kitchen. He jokingly said that kitchen outweigh the negatives.
same applies to Slowe Hall residents. students should not invite little crea"It ain't mom's kitchen, but you can
However, students in Meridian say that tures to come cook with them.
grill it up in there."
BY COURTNEY MAYE
Contributing Writer

,

J ordan Colbt-rl- AS..'il. Photo Editor

Students in dorms with community kitchens struggle witti crowds and
cramped spaces during their culinary efforts.

Local Soul Food Restaurant
Elicits ''Oohs and Aahs''

Renovated Punch Out
Menus Draw Rave Reviews

BY JAMEELAH BROUGHTON

BY LAUREN SMITH

Asst. Life & Style Editor

Contributing Writer

Oohs and Aahs. The name
says it all. Oohs and Aahs soul
food pleases even the toughest
critics. Recognized as restaurant
of the month by the Washington
City Paper, Oohs and Aahs has
been a success since its opening in January 2004. Nestled
in between the gamut of beauty
salons and shoe shiners on the
corner of 10th and U Streets,
right across from the U Street/
Cardozo metro station, Oohs
and Aahs meshes perfectly with
the rich flavor of his~orical U
Street.
Like most businesses on U
Street, Oohs and Aahs is blackowned. India and Oji, natives of
the District, are not only business partners but will soon be
partners in nlarriage.
Their successful juncture
was a result of India's soulful background and Oji's love
for cooking. Oji received a
Culinary Arts and Restaurant
Management degree from
Stanford University. About a
year after graduating the opportunity to open Oohs and Aahs
allowed them both to live the
drea1n.
But what makes Oohs and
Aahs a success without the help
of paid advertising? Most say
it's the great food, cooked from
scratch.
Janean Robinson, mother
of Jennifer Robinson, a sophomore engineer major, said she
eats at Oohs and Aahs when she
drives from Virginia to visit her
daughter.
"I have tried everything.
I try to eat healthy so I stick
with their baked chicken, baked
fish, string beans and cabbage. I
remember when I first ate here,
I was so surprised at how delicious their healthy choice selections are, but I have to say their
lump meat crab cakes are my
favorite."
Elana Williams, a senior
fashion merchandising major,
partook in the delight of Oohs
and Aahs for the first time and
found herself a loyal customer
with the firnt bite.
"If you like shrimp, then
you will love their Cajun grilled
shrimp with butter rice. After
eating here, I feel obliged to tell

Since the beginning of the year, campus
has been buzzing about the renovations to the
Punch Out. Everyone has been talking about the
improvements to the look of the venerable campus eatery. Now that the honeymoon is almost
over, students are now taking notice of the food.
"Welcome to 'The Addiction,"' said senior
media major Afia Oplantri while sitting tucked
away in a side booth eating a pizza. "I come in
here all the time, it's like my second home on
campus."
This seems to be the sentiment of many students who have had the pleasure of dining and
socializing in the newly renovated Punch Out
this year. Overall, from the big-screen TV ta
the stage and comfortable seating arrangements,
the Punch-Out can fairly be considered the most
popular hang out on campus.
"The ambiance is nice,'' says Douglass Goatel,
a graduate student in the School of Social Work.
"The atmosphere is very inviting."
Of course we have all heard about the
improvements to the Punch Out before, but so
far, we've heard very little about tl!e about the
most important part - the food.
"I was pleasantly surprised by the quality of
food that they serve," Goatel said, "and the best
pa1t is that it works well \.vith my budget."
From burgers and fish sandwiches from the
Sky Ranch Grill, chicken sand\viches and nuggets
at Chik-Fil-A, to salads and pasta at Pandini's,
there is something just about everyone.
"I avoid [experimenting] and just stick with
everything at Chick-Fil-A," said junior chemistry
major Kia Davis.
According to sophomore legal communications major Pearl Plumboy, "the tuna focaccia is
the hottest thing at Pandini's."
Pandini's, which offers a variety of Italian
entrees, is among one of the favorites at the

l'ho10 Cn'dll

U Street restaurant " Oohs and Aahs" has become a favorite
among Howard students.

everybody I know. And I had to
admit, the mac-n-cheese tastes
just like my moms but better."
When asked how do they
view their success and what
is in the future for Oohs and
Aahs, India, in a state of tranquility replied, "When we first
opened there was a line outside
the door because people could
smell what we were cooking.
We got a great response and
have maintained loyal customers ever since. From that day
on, word of mouth has kept us
going nine months · strong. It
also helps that Oji and I work
great together. He is an excellent cook and I am a real people
person," India said. "We love
our neighbors and the diversity of our customers that range
from councilmen, to students,
and local artists of all kinds."
"When it comes to our .
future with Oohs and Aahs, we
are not looking to branch out
too soon because it is so much
work. We give ourselves about a
year and a half before we decide
to expand."

On their menu are the traditional soul food choices such
as macaroni and cheese, yams,
butter cornbread and collard
greens. In addition to turkey
chops, turkey burgers, chicken
wings, buffalo, and BBQ along
with healthy veggies, baked fish
and chicken, they serve breakfast too.
To experience firsthand
some of the culture in D.C., take
some time and converse witl!
Oohs and Aahs' loyal customers or with India and Oji. You
could get lucky and take home
one of their old family secrets.
Currently, Oohs and Aahs
is open Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday from 12 p.m. to
10 p.m. and from 12 p.m. to
11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
They deliver all over the District
and have serviced many in the
East and West Towers. They
are located at 1001 U Street
NW. For faster service call your
order in before picking it up at
202-667-7142 and everything is
cooked when ordered.

Punch Out.
At the Sky Ranch Grill, the burgers and fries
seem to be big hits.
"Jvly favorite would have to be the bacon
cheese burger because it gets you full off of a
couple bites," said Jennifer Owens, sophomore
legal communications major.
After mulling over the question of their least
favorite selections, some students fell short of an
answer.
"That is a good question," said sophomore
political science major Angelica Rainy. "I don't
have one yet."
Of course, there are always good and bad
sides of a story. Students said the negatives
include the obvious overcrowding that sometimes
occurs during the peak hours of lunch behveen
11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
"The lines seem a little disorganized, especially at Pandini's," sophomore Courtney Maye
said. "And why don't they have more than one
cashier working at a time?"
So how does Howard benefit from this new
asset?
"It seems to be doing well. There is good
acceptance from everyone - from the president
to the staff and, of course, the students," said
Mohammed Abdelilab, director of operations in
the Department of Campus Services. "There was
a lot of strategic planning put forth in this yearlong process to incorporate the students requests
and the input of our staff."
After taking several surveys from students and
holding meetings with officials such as Franklin
Chambers, vice provost of Student Affairs, and
others, their efforts finally came to fruition. "As
far as tl!e food, I think we offer a very satisfying
selection for students \vith a variety of diets,"
Abdclilah said
It seems that now some students can walk
away from the Punch Out feeling very satisfied
and happy with this option of dining on campus.

Pholo Crtdi1
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After adjusting to the new digs in the Punch-Out, students have realized that the food has
improved as much as the appearance.
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"Too Hot or TV/''

MOD L CALLll
•

We ali'e looking for all shades, heig t ,
· Ill
shapes,. and sizes
...
*

H a~ OUT the Model Workshop e t.
1 tH from 7-1 Opm in the Cook H 11

- - - ----Loun e**
W at: Fashion Show Model Call
When: Seet. 16th at 5 em share_I _____.
._____,Where: Cramt-on Audit-or-ium ~ ~-ow much: 4 TO .AUDITIONU
I

P.S. G s don't forget your 3 in. stilettos anO

don't forget your hard bottom shoesH!
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Bison Race Towards Victory W'NBA,NotNBA,GotGame
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hil/lop Staff Writer

With the women's cross
countiy team trying to capture
another MEAC title and the
men atte1npting lo change their
close but not close enough second place finish last year, great
things can be expected from
both teams.
During the off season, the
cross country team, led by Coach
Michael Merritt has been training hard to succeed at this year's
2004 MEAC Championship:;.
The women's cross country team
has won the conference championship hvo years straight and
this year they hope to defend
their title. The men are not
far behind them, trying to stake
their claim on a long sought
after title.
The opening meet for the
Bison was Saturday in Hunt
Valley, Md. at the Towson
Invitational.
Coach Merritt
said that he would not make
any changes to his program this
year. His goal is maintenance,
and he will keep his focus on
running. Coach Merritt added,
"I have a simple formula: stick
to the basics."

Though the cross country
teams don't primarily face other
MEAC contenders until the
championship, they face many
national ranked programs.
Coach Merritt feels that e>..-posing the teams to stiff competition better prepares them.
Coach Merritt said, "The
teams we face are tough, they're
willing to take us on, and trying
to prevent us from winning. If
our team stays [self motivated],
works hard and remembers to
have fun, then we vill succeed."
Both the women and the
men have set high goals for this
year's season. The teams have
returning runners who placed
in the top 25 of the 2003 MEAC
Championship including Ashley
Vann, Indira Garcia, and Juma
Osman, and Cordis Stanfield,
David Wynn, Khary Kenyatta,
Gerald Bright, and two-time
MEAC Women's Outstanding
Performer Tasha Harris.
The cross country team is
confident and enthusiastic about
their season.
Senior cross countiy runner David Wynn said, "I plan to
make the top 15 in the MEAC
Championship, it will help us
win the title, which will be the
1

first time in a couple of years."
Other members of the cross
country team feel that they have
worked hard and their efforts
will pay off. Junior cross country runner, Khary Kenyatta said,
"This year was the first summer t11at I really was dedicated
to training over the summer. I
want to be extra strong for the
cross country season." Fellow
teammate, Senior Gerald Bright
added, "We're a tight knit group,
we trained hard this summer,
and we're focused on \vinning."
There have been losses for
the cross country teams but
they have fuil faith in the team
additions. Sophomore Alicia
Williams said, "We lost three
key players, but we have some
good adrlitions, we just have to
work OH fitting them into the
program. We've been training
hard and hopefully it will pay off
in the end."
The Bison will run
Saturday at the James Madison
Invitational. Senior Erica Day
said, "The James Madison meet
is another level of competition,
but the cross country team looks
good, I'm very impressed."

SHE, from Sports 81

ing to an interview 'vith Val
Ackerman on wnba.com, "On
ABC, we're up 14 percent, with
good growth in the adult women
category, which is meaningful lo
us, because what we've said all
along that the league really resonates with women... and also on
ESPN2, we're up about 16 percent, and have seen key growth
there among teens, which is
another important growth area
as we increasingly tiy to reach

short \vith a bronze medal.
So if by chance you missed
rookie sensation Diana Taurasi's
(Phoenix Mercury) scoring her
career-high 29 poinls versus the
Charlotte Sting or S'vin Cash
(Detroit Shock) cliinbing the
ranks this season as the second leading scorer, you don'l
know what you're missing! The
remainder of this season's games
will be played this week and the
playoffs are soon approaching.
You could be a witness to history in the making.

young people, and in particular,
teen girls."
This season in particular
has been especially interesting
with the Olympics intern1pting the league's play for several
weeks. With "We Got Next,"
the WNBA's official slogan for
its inaugural season, the won1en
de1nanded all the respect and
attention they deserve. Women's
professional basketball is here to
stay, especially with the women
snatching their third consecutive gold, and the men falling

Redskins Win First Game
REDSKINS, from Sports 82

moving the ball in the first half
\vith consistency, but managed
a good enough drive to get in
their kicker's range. Martin
Gramatica made good on a 47yard field goal to put Tampa
back in reach l0-3. On the next
drive, a milestone was reached
for Clinton Portis. Portis a
Gainesville, Fla. native reached
the lOO-yard plateau with 4:23
left in the second quarter.
Defense is the key to winning in the NFL, as both teams
flexed their defensive muscles.
The Bucs got their only score of
the day on that side of the ball.
All pro defensive back Ronde
Barber took a fumble return
to make the Bucs fans cheer
in the upper sections. Barber
tied the game for Tampa Bay
as they were sho,viug life.
The Buccaneers stopped the
Redskins and regained control
of the ball, looking to steal game
one from the Redskins.
Early in the fourth quarter, with momentum hanging in
the balance linebacker Antonio

Redskins running back Clinton Portis rushed for 148 yards
on 29 carries this past Sunday at their season opener
against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. The Redskins had a
convincing 16-0 win and will face ...

Pierce leaped and picked-off
quaterback Brad Johnson.
Hightower added, •· It's not over
until it's over." Gaining great
field position, John Hall kicked
a field goal from 30 yards out
to put the Redskins up 13-10.
\Vith the Bucs having one more
chance to threaten the lead of
the Redskins safety, Matt Bowen
ensured the \vin \vith a sack on
third and long. Hall would kick

~

a field goal 'vith twenty seconds
left.
Portis and Gibbs' debut
in Washington was to most
Redskins fan, worth the wait,
especially 'vith the 'vinning season the fans are anticipating.
Newly acquired Buccaneer
and proven left tackle Derrick
Deese, after the lose, commented, " I hate losing, I want to win
now, not later."
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UNIVERSITY CHAPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal ·Tue@ 7pm
CHAPEL GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal • Wed @6pm
CHAPEL ASSISTANTS
Meeting • Fri @Spm
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Rock the ''Vote'' or Die
In an election year where the
"Black vote" is so crucial the lyrics
from Andre 3000 are almost laughable: "Ya'll tellin' me that I need to
get out and vote, huh? \\Thy? Ain't
nobody black runnin' but crackers,
so why I got to register? I'm thin.king' of better stuff to do
with my time." But that
was back in 1994 and
aparantely, since then,
Mr. Ice Cold, has had
a turnaround. For the
first time in his life, the
funkadclic member of
OutKast will vote.
Dre isn't the only
artist that has decided
to come out an encourage youth to "Vote or
Die," "Rock the Vote,"
take your pick of the
"catchy" vote initiative titles.
Sean Combs, Jay-Z, Russell
Simmons, Chuck D from Public
Enemy and Lil' Kim have all
joined in the efforts to encourage
the black youth to vote.
While we have to admit, it's
a bit disturbing that Andre 3000 is
just getting around to voting, it's

better late than never, and besides,
we're happy to see that the hip-hop
community is rallying up i;o many
young black people to vote.
In fact, we at The Hill top, are
so proud of the voting energy our
hip-hop moguls sprang up out of

\Ve also think 1hat if they can
push all of these people to vote
in a mere couple of months, then
they can take some of that power
and use it to influence and encourage the youth to do other positive
things. If they can say "vote"
than surely they can
say stop committing
crimes, study more, and
promote a slew of other
positive messages.
And while we're
making requests, we
hope that these artists
are doing their part
to truly educate these
young voters so that
they understand their
vote and not just vote
because "Diddy said it
was what's up."
\Ve're not complaining, we
just want to sec our beloved artists follow up on the responsibility. We realize that they are doing
great things for the community.
We commend them, and hope the
effort resonates.

Our View:

We appreciate everything
artists are doing to promote
voting in the comniunity; we
hope the effort lasts for more
than this election.

Playing the D.C. System
We often talk about the "system gone wrong" but the story
that we read in The Washington
Post was surreal.
In the span of nine months,
D.C. native Anthony Kelly, killed
three people, raped two women,
assaulted a police officer, and stole five guns
and five cars. As if his
heinous crimes weren't
shocking enough, we
were appalled to learn
that he committed
tl.ese crimes while on
parole, after being let
out of jail for previous crimes five years
early.
Had
parole
employees properly
supervised Kelly, they
would've realized that the GED
that got him eligible for parole
i~ the first place, was forged,
he didn't have a job, he had
committed a crime while on
parole in Maryland , and was
not living at the halfway house
that he was required to. Positive
reports from his parole officer

continued and even a suggestion to move him from "parole
with maximum supervision" to
medium supervision. How, we
asked ourselves, had this one
man played an entire system?
Cases like Kelly's are just

Our View:

looked up.
We think that it's absurd
to let prisoners out on good
behavior and cases like Kelly's
are exactly why. Of course,
someone has the capacity to be
on their best behavior if they
know that the simple
act could get them out
of prison. Of course
they would tell officers how much they
learned from their
mistakes, that they've
changed, that they're
better, but all too
often the words are
a lie.
According to the
Post, "some 2,500
other inmates co1ne
fro1n prison to the city
each year, and Jaw enforcement
agencies struggle to keep track
of roughly 14,000 1nen and
women who are on parole or
probation at any given time."
With these numbers someone is sure to fall through the
cracks and society is once again
endangered.

The D.C. system needs to
tighten up immediately.
Crimes are being committed and too many people are
falling through the cracks.
a testament to how flawed our
system is. The D.C. police make
a great effort to ride all over the
city with their lights on, stopping people and bothering the
average Joe; still we continue
to hear about atrocities that
always seem like they could've
been prevented had someone

A Fresh Face Entering the
Magazine Industry
Splashed across glossy
pages in vibrant colors sit
fabulous clothes on gorgeous
models. It's high fashion at its
best and, no, it's not InStyle,
Vanity Fair, or even Vogue. It's
the newest fashion magazine
that has added a fresh face to
the already saturated field. It's
the highly anticipated
Suede! And this magazine is already proving
herself to be different.
Suede is a fashion
and beauty bible for
contemporary
Black
women. The pren1ier
issue is chock full of
all the essential clements a gal could hope
for: style, beauty, hair, culture,
fashion, and even a little bit of
celebrity updates and gossip.
The big difference is that these
clements are reflected from the
black fashion perspective. Our
beauty is not edited out and for
once it shines through.
The 1nost beautiful thing
about Suede is that it reflects

a myriad of styles truly showing the versatility of the Black
won1an. While some looks have
a "Vibe-esque" fashion feel to
it, it's also filled with high fashion and international fashion
trends. Its target audience is
younger so it provides a younger fresher feel than Essence, but

Our View:

Savoy, Heart and Soul, and
Honey-after Vanguarde folded.
We wondered if our co1nmunity
would ever see another publica·
tion dedicated to us. As much
as we appreciate the classics
such as Ebony and Essence, we
yearned for something different
and new. The time has finally
come!
As we flipped
through the pages and
saw models of every
shape and shade we
couldn't be happier
that little black girls
would finally have
models to look up to
that looked like them.
We can only hope
that this style savvy magazine
has a long and lasting run.
And while we previously
felt like the lack of black publications left a void in the black
community, we are so pleased
that Suede is, thus far, filling
that huge pair ofshoes. Couture,
of course.

Suede is a beautiful and necessary edition to the small list
of black magazines that exist.
has a glamour and sophistication that Honey just didn't possess. In fact, Suede can't be
compared to many magazines at
all-it's in a league of its own.
At the Hilltop, we are so
thrilled for Suede's arrival!
We remember lamenting last
year that our community had
lost three black publications-

nowhere, that we'd like to see them
take this a step further. While
this election is a crucial time to
cast your vote, we'd like to see
the artist have year-round voting
programs. If these artists had voting initiatives on the ofT years just
imagine how many more people
would vote!
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Opportunities

9vl.acf Love
.t;ounge
Suncfay, Sept 19,2004

@Cafe Mawonaj
64 'I' St. :N7W
8-2.JlM

NOW HIRING REPS!
1.800.426.7710 SUNSPLASHTO URS.COM
REMEMBER BOOK
SPRING BREAK TRIP
*LOVVES1' PRICES
* FREE TRAVEL
*FREE MEALS

'For whom the Father sets
FREE is FREE 4eva!"
1 blk from HU Shaw Metro/CVS
Christian Urban Nightclub
Spinning Reggae, Hip
Hop, & Dance Hall
RSVP for OPEN MIC

SEPTEMBER 14, 2004

4-A-04:
Just because we don't
get to chill like we
used to, I still consider you a very good
friend. Keep up the
great work.

1-A-04

CJ'uesaay, y 'a{{
aid 6etter tfian
Priaay. 7pm? I
can't comp fain ..
Priaay I k,now
we can 6e aone
6y 5pm...

People who
pray

TOGEtHER
stay

@(240 )413-208 9
madlovelounge@hotmail.com

TOGETHER.
Cover 2Cover,the
HU MagazineGroup
will meet tomorrow,
Wed. Sept. 15 at 5
p.m. in the School
Photographers for
of Communications tl1e Bison Yearbook
Converged Media lab
needed!
l2nd Floorl All maInterest Meeti11g
iors are welcomel
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Thanks for
the milk aild
cookies. I
owe you!
_,VT .

Joy <Peyton

fiout Outs. 1?.p6in-Tfiank,you for
<D.fl. r'fS.....
te[[ing me Ii.ow to spe
''Sfiout Out" <1'0u consistent{y get tfze jo6
done, andyou 11e11er
cornp(ain.
:Maiya-Jfere is your
fiout Out. <Don't 6ug
'la&
:1JlB 111e no 111ore.
a111eefah-I see you
~:P'B
down liere at 2 a.m.
o/enus- rr-ou 1na~ rne
km& fl
fD (lfl (augfz
7'on·-1(eep fio(dlng
cfown tfze (}rads. I
~ migfzt fzave to sfzave
my fiead too.
11-8-1- Wfiat wouUf
I do without you?
Wfzen I want to k_j{{
eop(e you ·a[ways
ca[m rne down.
tacey- <J1zank..you
ortne1vonderf1JC106
that you are doing.
([Tojessor Lam6- I a1n
Cadyou are fzere. I
can 't ·wait to 6egin
w.orl~jng witli you.
'WeUfon-<Tfiougfi you
mafi.g me 1nad, I aC1vays ·cvi[( (ove you.
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